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PLEASE)
Monday morning I went into the
back shop and extended a cheery
"good morning," to T. C. Taylor,
our linotype operator. I didn't think
his response was as ebullient as
usual, but then I always discount
Monday mornings. But another bit
of conversation revealed the cause
of T. C.'s apparent gloom. His son
Tommy had departed in the early
hours of the morning, with a lot
of other young men, to go to Nash-
ville for examination to be induct-
ed into the Army.
There's little you can say to a
parent in such an instance, but I
managed to say, "they're called
earlier when they're not in school."
To which T. C. replied, "some-
body's got to do the fighting while
we wait for the boys to get out of
college."
The following story written by a
United Press International writer
explains mighty well why Charles
Dixon, his famly and hundreds of
area citizens dropped everything
this week to bring happiness on
Christmas morning to our fighting
men in Viet Nam.
Ey JOSEPH GALLOWAY
CHU PONG MOUNTAIN, South
Vietnam, Nov. 15—It was a
valley of death and the man came
walking out of the jungle and right
across it. Bullets zinged past his
head and kicked up dirt at his feet.
He's right of course. And Tommy
feels the same way. As a parent
who in three short years will wit-
ness the same experience as the
Taylors are today, I want them to
know that I will do everything
that I can to fight a war here at
home to create an awareness of the
evils of Communism and the trag-
edy and destruction it is creating
around the world.
I feel much as T. C. does. T. C.
Is a veteran of World War IL He
was wounded in France. The futility
and the hazards of war are fresh
on his mind and he knows what his
Tommy and other young men have
khead of them.
This week, with the concerted
effort just two doors away from
the News to send boxes to Viet
Nam and Tommy leaving for the
service is so clearly reminiscent of
the early days of 1941, when it
seemed like almost every week I
was telling a brother-in-law, a bro-
ther, a nephew and of course my
husband goodbye to go off to war.
And this is a kind of "war life"
we're living in . . . if only more
people could get in the frame of
mind to win it, then we COULD
win it.
But we can't do it when we think
that these things that happen to
the Taylors can't happen to us.
Because unless we realize where
we're standing, we're sure to fall
for anything.
"Get down you fool," we scream-
ed.
And still he came. He carried no
weapon. He walked straight and
tall. A mortar round exploded
nearby. He didn't waver. Shell
fragments cut off branches above
my head.
Still he came until he was with-
in a few feet of the battalion com-
mand bunker. He looked funny,
dazed. Then we knew. He was in
shock. He paused for a moment
and looked around. He seemed to
recognize the aid station set up
(Continued on papa ing/gt)
Let Your Heart Answer
This Letter To Editor
The following is a Letter to the
Editor Sot needs no story to be
written about it. Read it, then let
your heart do the answering:
318 Forrestdale
Fulton, Kentucky
November 15, 1965
Jo Westpheling
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo:
I think most everyone in town is
aware of the plight of the James
E. Lawson family. Jimmy their 8
year old son, had to have brain
3urgery for the second time last
week and the results were that the
tumors are malignant and he can-
not get well. As you can imagine,
the costs for this surgery and the
Intensive care he has needed have
been tremendous. These people are
fine, tipster ::ng citizens. James is
a carpenter. They just simply do
not have the means to take care of
such a heavy load of medicial ex-
penses. They are active members
of Union Cumberland Presbyterian
Church on Route 4, and the church
has quietly been helping them dur-
ing the past year, but now they
need more help.
The Woodside Fellowship Class
of the Fulton Cumberland Presby-
terian Church, has decided to start
a fund for the family. We will bold
a coffee in the Fulton Electric
Kitchen, Wednesday, November
Si, from 9 to 3, with all proceeds
going into this fund.- However, we
know that there are many people
who want to help, who might not
come to a coffee, so we will accept
contributions for them beginning
immediately. There are several
places around town, where they
may be left. They mey be given to
any member of the Class, left with
Mr. Guy Upton at Fulton Hard-
ware, with Mr. Charles McMorris
at Baldridges, given to Mae Mel-
ton or Ned Waldrop at Ferry-
Morse Seed Company or mailed to
The Jimmy Lawson Fund, % Mrs.
Ned Waldrop, Fulton.
Jo, we hope you will give this
matter your usual spirited effort
and use your paper to get the pub-
lic's interest. Here as the Holidays
approach, we are all so aware of
our own good fortune, and are con-
scious of those less fortunate. There
are many worthwhile drives com-
ing up, within the next few weeks,
but we feel that Fulton will want to
take care of its own, as it has
done so many times in the past.
Your help will be greatly appreci-
ated.
Thank you, sincerely,
The Woodside Fellowship
Class, C. P. Church
Lydia Waldrop
Mrs. Ned Waldrop, Chair-
man, Lawson Fund
To Making Life Here Worth Living
Bertes Pigue Devoted His Talents
Bertes Pigue, banker, church,
civic and scolt leader died last
week after hovering between a
peaceful death and a fraction of
life for about six weeks. During the
last days before his death, when
his wife Ramelle and the five
Pigue children kept a constant vigil
at his bedside, an entire commun-
ity had time to contemplate the
dedicated cc lbutions that Bertes
Pigue had made to the twin cities
by his exit pie as a husband,
father, graidfather and a civic
leader.
It is ' • 'lble whether Bertes
embraced t!e Scouting program
because he had five active and
vigorous children or whether
Scouting embraced Bertes because
the family pattern in the Pigue
household so closely exemplified
the goals that Scouting sought to
achieve. Whatever the answer,
Scouting, church and civic activi-
ties were much the richer because
Bertes Pigue gave his finest talents
and his hard work to making life
worth living.
Bones returned in full measure
all the love and loyalty his family
BERTES PIGUE
and his friends bestowed upon him.
He kept the records and accounts
for about as many organizations
and groups as one person could
handle, but it seemed no bother or
burden to him. He was efficient
and conscientious. People who en-
trusted their affairs to Bertes
(Continued on Page Night)
There's a Merry Christmas wish
on a wing with a prayer flying high
in the heavens toward Viet Nam
today.
The wish is neatly packed in a
55-pound box containing every-
thing that a fighting man could
wish in the jungle-infested battle-
fronts in Viet Nam.
And somewhere in a special
corner of that gift package is a
little bit of every heart in the twin
cities going out to lonesome men
fighting our battle, who won't be
home for Christmas.
Nobody but a soldier who has
witnessed such a Christmas Day
knows the loneliness, the empti•
ness, the sadness one feels when
thousands of miles separate loved
ones.
A veteran of the combat zone in
two theatres of war, the Mediter-
ranean and the Pacific, knows
about a Christmas Day away from
home and he did something about
it. Quietly, with a real purpose,
Charles Dixon first got his family
Interested In his idea to collect
items to mad to a fele boys from
the Fulton area, a gift box for
Christmas. Soon, the veterans'
organizations got intprested, and
Charles and his tam* of five got
a big boost in their plans because
they realized other !people cared
about this war in Viet Nam as
much as they aid.
Bets:ire Charles knew what was
happening the Whole town, the
whole area got excited and the
Dixon, started celebrating their
own merry Christmas early by
filling big, big boxes chock full of
items to send to fighting men in
Viet Nam.
Charles told a News reporter:
"You know it's bad enough fight-
ing a war when the whole country
is behind you; in this war those
boys are over there fighting and
not knowing whether their country
is behind them or not."
The people of the twin cities are
behind them, you'd better believe
it. Every person who bad anything
to give to the effort was in there
working, collecting money, mak-
ing goodies for the boys and Dix-
on's plan was on the way.
Wednesday morning as the boxes
were being labeled . . . all 42 of
them . . somebody read where
5000 pounds of gifts were being air-
lifted to Saigon from Memphis.
With a telephone call to Robert
A. "Fats" Everett in Union City,
who called Washington to hold up
the plane in Memphis, people from
everywhere thronged into the
Chamber of Commerce to wrap the
packages to get them to Memphis
to meet the plane at three o'clock.
The truck to haul the boxes to
Memphis was quickly donated by
Fulton Wholesale Florist.
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Mrs. Annie Gates Moore died
Tuesday night in the Fulton Hos-
pital, after having been a patient
there for about ten days.
Mrs. Moore was born in Weakley
County, Tenn., October 28, 1879,
the daughter of Dr. J. B. and Cle-
mentine Howard Gates. She was
married in 1923 to S. P. Moore,
who preceded her in death in
death in 1938.
She was educated at Valparaiso
University in Valparaiso, Indiana,
and worked for Franklin Dry
Goods Company in Fulton for 25
years. After her marriage, she
worked at S. P. Moore Company,
which she and her husband estab-
lished. During World War I she
was appointed treasurer of the
Fulton Chapter of the American
Red Cross, an office she still held
at the time of her death.
She was a member of the Sandy
Branch Primitive Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be held at
two o'clock this (Thursday) after-
noon in Hernbeak Funeral
chapel, with Bro. McCutcheon et
Greenwood, Miss., officiating. Bu-
rial will be in Fairview Cemetery.
Mrs. Moore is survived by two
step-children, Glenn Moore of Day-
teas, Fla., and Mrs. Tom Heines
of Oxford, Miss.; one sister, Mrs.
Raffle Baker of Brea, Calif., aild
several nieces and nephews.
Fire Calls In
South Fulton
Reduced 50%
For the first ten months of 19Z.5,
the number of fire calls in South
Fulton has dropped from 62 in the
same period of 1964, to only 33 for
the first ten months of this year.
City Manager Henry Dunn be-
lieves reduction is partially at-
tributable to citizens being more
careful in their burning, and tak-
ing more precautions to prevent
fire from getting out of control,
and improved efficiency in the De-
partment of Public Safety by the
combining to some extent the Po-
lice and Fire functions into one
Department.
Officers Hutchens and Pruitt are
also to be commended in this re-
spect.
TO: Executive Board Members
Advisory Members to the
Board
Council Members at Large
All of us have been saddened
by the death of Bertes J. Pigue,
long a member of the Executive
Board, a holder of the Silver
Beaver Award since 1944, and a
faithful promoter of all Council
activities. He served on numer-
ous committees in behalf of the
Council.
Flowers were forwarded in the
name of the Executive Board by
the Council Executive and a
number of expressions of tribute
have been received from Scout-
era who knew and worked with
Bertes over the years. The family
has requested that memorials in
tribute to Bertes be directed to
Scouting.
The Council Office will be
pleased to receive any expres-
sions of tribute and will direct
the proper correspondence to
Mrs. Pigue.
Mrs. Ward &shad
Re-elected To TCD
Mrs. Ward Bushartems re-elected
president of the Twin 'City Develop-
ment Association at its regular
monthly meeting at lie Park Ter-
race Wednesday. Mra. Martha Ma-
han was re-elected secretary.
No formal business was handled;
the group discussed the Gifts For
Viet Nam project in 'full swing at
the Chamber of Columerce and
most of them wanted to get away
to lend a hand.
Lawson Ropers Happy
Over New Gr,dson
The Lawson Rollers are all
smiles today. They ire the grand-
parents of a fine young son born
to their daughter ani her husband
in Kansas City.
This is the fifth khild for the
James Harts. The new arrival
joins another brother and three
sisters. He has been given the
name of William Lawson Hart, af-
ter guess who?
Happy birthday greetings go to-
day to our good friend Mrs. Amy
Lowe of Pierce Station. The lovely
lady who will be 81 Friday is still
as active and cheerful as ever,
even though confined to a wheel
chair.
A long-time correspondent of the
Fulton News Mrs. Lowe does all
her own house-work. As her dau-
ghter Mrs. Mildred Freeman said:
"She's more active than I am, and
always ready to make people hap-
py. Whenever I'm down in the
dumps I just go out tq see Mother
and I'm all right again."
Fulton County Eligible For
Grant; Civic Center Plan
Fulton County was designated as eligible to receive
Federal grants for public works, the office of Economic
Development Administration anounced last week-end.
Fulton County was listed among the 1280 counties
in the Nation found eligible to seek aid under the act.
Eligibility for grants, as high as
three-fourths of the amount of the
public works project, gives added
impetus to the application for such
a grant to the Fulton Civic Center
Authority, which is putting together
the final information necessary for
a grant to do the feasibility study
on the proposed civic center, city
hall, and possible vocational train-
i.sg center for this area.
The eligibility list includes coun-
ties, labor areas, cities of 250,000
or more, areas with severe popula-
tion losses, and Indian reserva-
tions. Congress authorized $500
Ralph Breeden's Aunt
In Campbell's Clinic
Mrs. Mart Reid, of Ruthville, is
a patient in Campbell's Clinic,
Memphis, Tenn. Her room number
is 403.
Mrs. Reid will be in the clinic
fcrintite some time, being treated
for a broken hip. She is an Atilt Of
Ralph Bteeden of Fulton.
AUXILIARY TO MEET
The American Legion, Marshal]
Alexander Post No. 72, and the
Auxiliary will meet Monday night
at the Legion hall at 6:45 p. m. A
pot-luck dinner will be served, with
the Legion furnishing barbecue.
All members are urged to attend.
CHILI SUPPER
A chili supper will be held to-
morrow (Friday) night at the Wa-
ter Valley Methodist Church, be-
ginning at 6 p. m. This supper is
sponsored by die MYF of the
church. Tickets are $1.00 for adults
and 50c for children.
Bowl Game
In Martin
On Thursday
Sonny Puckett drove the truck to
Memphis. He was "escorted" to
the airport by Charles Dixon, Jim-
mie Sisson, Joe Tress, Bob Lowery,
Vyron Mitchell and David Homra
who helped unload the packages
onto the plane waiting for them.
In an effort of this nature names
of the donors do not matter . it's
the result of giving that makes the
news.
But Mrs. Dixon may have sum-
med up the effort-when she said:
"When Christmas Day comes alor
and all of us are sitting down ti
open our gifts, I think my farair.
will get the biggest thrill of all I.
know we helped a little to make
other people as happy as we are."
18 PAGES
TWO SECTIONS
Number 46
Public Works
Gets Boost
The first annual Martin civic
bowl game, sponsored by the Mar-
.tip. Civic Clubs, .will be played in
Martin at 8 p. ni. on November IL
1965, at the University of Tennes-
see- Martin Branch Stadium be-
tween the Newbern Choctaws and
the Martin Panthers, Admittance
will be $1.00 per person.
At after-game ceremonies, a tro-
phy will be presented to the win-
ning team, the most outstanding
lineman, and the most outstanding
back.
This promises to be an exciting
game for the fans, since both
teams have suffered only two los-
s t s this season. In the lineup will
be the Choctaws' tackle Billy Wat-
ford and Guard John Gulley, the
Panthers' fullback Ronnie Daw.
and Center Mike Miller.
million annually for the program
for four years.
The total population of the quali-
fying areas is about 50 million.
The qualifying sections have
more than their share of the na-
tion's unemployment. With 20 per
cent of the work force, they have
90 per cent of the jobless. Last
year, 1.1 million of the 3.9 million
unemployed lived in the 1,283
counties.
Every state includes at least one
qualifying area. The heaviest con-
centration is in the 11-state Appala-
chian region.
The agency said most areas on
the list qualify for grants and loans.
Labor areas, however, are eligible
only for grants.
None of the 1,280 areas can get
loans or grants until they request
designation as an eligible area and
obtain approval of an over-all eco-
nomic development plan from the
Economic Development Adminis-
tration. In the case of a majority
of the ens, wiltbrs feniter-----
ty, since over-all development
plans submitted under the area dc.
velopment act will in most cases,
be accepted.
Fulton County qualifies as a is-,
area with higher than six per cen:
unemployment.
DATE CHANGE Di
The November meeting of the
Senior Citizens Club has been
changed to November 18. The
meeting will be held at 2:30 p. m.
in the dining room of the First
Methodist Church. The general
theme of the program is "Thanks-
giving" with Mrs. E. E. Mount in
charge.
Pictured above are Mr. and Mrs. Charles Dixon and Owes of Hs* five childr
en, all of whom spear-headed this drive to brine Christmas to
boys In Viet Ham. The items you see are lust • small pert of tho more the
n 2500 pounds of gifts sent in 42 imp boxss. (g" photo an pa0. 3)
While Our Boys Fight Bloody War In Viet Nam
Communists Can Now Fight Leisurely Al Home
Monday morning dawned as
usual in the twin cities of Fulton,
Kentucky and South Fulton, Tennes-
tee. Merchants opened their stores
ifter observing the Sabbath, where
they worshiped in the churches of
their choice.
Children returned to school after
a week-end of relaxation and gakety
Rnd a respite from classroom confine-
ment.
Members of veterans' or-
ganisations were returning to
their normal program routine
after observing Veterans Day on
November 11, a day set aside to
do honor to the fighting men of
all wars who had died defending
the American way of life. Pray-
ers were offered for the concern
of our brave, young men in Viet
Nam, many who have died from
steel fragments coming out of the
Communist-infested jungles.
Families and friends sat down to
write long letters to their loved ones
on the battle-fronts in Viet Nam; a
group of young men was on its way to
Nashville to be inducted into the
armed forces to do what one father
said: "Get rid of these Communists
once and for all." Other people were
mailing their Christmas boxes to
their kin in the far-flung services
around the world to protect America,
the arsenal of Democracy.
While all this was going on in
our twin cities the nine members of
the United States Supreme Court
were deliberating in Washington on
the constitutionality of the Internal
Security Act of 1950, requiring Com-
munists to register with the Govern-
ment, so that the identity of these
subversives could be known.
By now you know the deci-
sion of the Court: it voted unan-
imously to strike down another
section of the Communist Con-
trol ad which was passed by
Congress 15 years ago at the
height of the national furor over
"Reds in Government." It is not
mandatory now for an avowed
Communist to reveal his political
affiliations: he is free to work for
the United States government:
have access to secret documents
and fulfill the boast once made
by Joseph Stalin "that if the
United States is ever overthrown
it will be done from within."
Perhaps no action in recent years
has so depressed and frightened us.
When we think of the millions,
billions, even trillions of dollars of
our hard earned tax money that has
gone to fight Communism around the
world, it digs hard at our sense of
reasoning and patriotism to realize
that the man who collects and dis-
penses these taxes may be a person
working to destroy us.
We could comment much on the
decision, but our friend and fellow
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Mississippian expressed our views
when Senator Eastland said:
"Much could be said about
this decision that would involve
criticism and incrimination.
There are many questions that
might be asked, ranging from: If
the act is so clearly unconstitu-
tional why didn't the court say
so 10 years ago when it had a
clear chance,' to 'What will our
boys fighting in Vietnam say
about this?'
"But criticism will not solve
the problem which faces this na-
tion. And the only supremely im-
portant question is: What are we
going to do now?
"Either our Government has
the power to protect itself
against subversion, or it faces
inevitable destruction.
"Today's (Monday) Supreme
Court decision is not the first
which has overthrown a provi-
sion of law enacted by the Con-
gress as a protection against
subversion.
"In the next session of Con-
gress I shall propose that the Sen-
ate Judiciary Committee make it
a major project to focus the best
legal minds of this country on the
problem of how to deal with sub-
version, and to distill the product
of those minds into specific leg-
islative proposals for considera-
tion by the Senate.
'We must move to plug the
gaps in our security laws, and if
progressive changes in constitu-
tional interpretation by the Su-
preme Court have made that im-
possible, then it will be the duty
of the Judiciary Committee to re-
commend an appropriate consti-
tutional amendment."
Plugging the gaps in our security
laws will take months, years, maybe
a life-time to consummate. In the
meantime the Communists will be
taking a foot-hold that will take even
longer to destroy. Here's what the
Tuesday morning papers reported:
It encouraged the leader of
the Communist Party, U. S. A.,
to say in New York that the
party will move immediately to
get candidates on election bal-
lots.
"Wherever Its possible, we
are going to run Communists for
public office," Gus Hall said.
'We also announce that
within a month's time we shall
publish the draft of a Communist
program for our country so that
all Americans can judge for
themselves what is the Commun-
ist proposal and what they really
stand for."
The court has chipped away at
other parts of the 1950 act.
It has thrown out a section au-
thorizing the secretary of state to re-
fuse to issue a passport to a Com-
munist Party member.
It has refused to uphold an order
of the Subversive Activities Control
Board requiring that the American
Committee for Protection of the For-
eign Born and the Veterans of the
Abraham Lincoln Brigade register as
Communist-front organizations.
Early in the Russian Bol-
shevik Revolution, a soldier in
the Red Army asked Joseph
Stalin, then editor of Pravda,
whether or not to take his rifle
to a meeting.
Stalin shrugged disdainful-
ly.
"Well," he said, "all I'm tak-
ing is my pencil."
Today if a reporter were to
ask the Premier Of Russia if he
had a grand plan to over-take the
United States he might answer:
"We don't need one! We've
got the Fifth Amendment of the
American Constitution on our
side."
STRICTLY BUSINESS by McFeafters
"How much of a small loan did you want?"
FROM THE FILES:_
L Turning Back The Clock--
.
November IC 1945
Not many communities in the
nation can claim distinction of of-
ficially having two Thanksgiving
days, the twin cities of Fulton and
South Fulton now hold that dubious
honor. Fulton city schools will ob-
serve November 22 as Thanksgiv-
ing, while South Fulton schools
will celebrate Thanksgiving on No-
vember n. Rather puzzling, isn't
it? You have your choice, take the
old or take the new. Some prefer
both.
A fitting memorial to those who
fell in the service of their country
during World War II has been
erected downtown on Lake Street
in Fulton, under the auspices of
the Young Men's Business Club. A
handsome scroll, bearing the
names of the honored dead is
mounted on a permanent pedestal,
in a glass-enclosed and lighted
case.
At the meeting of the Young
Men's Business Club on November
13, plans were made for Ladies
Night to be he* Tuesday night,
November 27, 'and preliminary
plans for a holiday dance, open to
the public, were discussed.
In the mayor's race in South
Fulton, Mayor D. A. Rogers is un-
opposed, but there are seven can-
didates out for the council, with
six to be elected. They are: Abe
Jolley, H. L. Ferguson, Tommie
Bynum, Milton Counce, Clyde
Fields, Virgil Davis and S. N. Val-
entine.
From Pilot Oak: A large crowd
of friends and relatives gathered
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Ber-
nice Glisson Friday night of last
week in honor of Pvt. Verdell
Glisson, who is home on 14-day
furlough from Fort McClellan,
Ala., then reporting to Camp
Reckt, Va., November 21, for fur-
ther assignment. There was music
and fun, and refreshments w:re
served.
From Latham: Mr. and 2-.7s.
Phillip Stow announce the arrival
of a stalwart son, born at Jones
Clinic last week. Mother and son
ding fine.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Phillips are
the proud parents of a new baby,
born last week. The mother will
be known as Betty Chambers of
this community.
From Austin Springs: Lone Oak
school entertained with a well
planned barbecue the past Friday
night, honoring the highway crew
and all who made it possible for
the grading of another road in this
section, mains through from the
George Wilson farm, Cecil Page,
Duren McCall and the Wray and
Nelson farms. All are so happy to
be out of the mud this winter.
From Crutchfield: Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Batts had dinner Sunday in
honor of the Batts boys who have
returned from the army, Herschel
and Ruben.
From West State Line: Roy Bard
has bought him a new corn picker
for the rest of his fall corn gather-
ing.
ANI1111111011m
Tid - Bits
of Kentucky Folklore
"SOME MORE TIMES AND
SEASONS"
The article preceding this one, in
trying to bring the readers up to
date on times and seasons, got only
through July. Now it is time to con-
tinue, for everybody ought to know
what to do and when to do it.
August brings one prophecy: for
every fog in August there will be
a snow in winter. With Dog Days
hanging over us along about then,
watch your calendar and your
health. Stay out of ponds and run-
ning streams in Dog Days; the
water is poisonous then. You are
likely to have toe-itch, too, if you
go barefooted.
September must be a dull month,
for I failed to find any belief about
it. Maybe it is just lucky in being
ignored.
But October brings Halloween,
around which all sort of beliefs
cluster. If you did not see yos.r
lover's face in the well on May 1,
try midnight of Halloween, for it is
even more highly recommended by
those who say they know.
November, with the rounding out
of the drops, seems just another
good time to be alive, for no fearful
things seem prophesied by any of it
events or days.
December, with Christmas as its
big time,, is full of portents. A
snowy Christmas, now called a
white Christmas, means a good
crop year. An open, mild Christmas
is to be feared: "A green Christ-
mas, a fat graveyard." Everybody
seems to know that animal* kneel
at midnight on Christmas Eve, i•ut
old-timers say that the December
24 date is wrong; it is Old Christ-
mas Eve; now January 5 by the
Gregorian Calendar. Be sure to get
your Christmas decorations down
before New Year's Day Is over;
otherwise the following year may
bring tragedy to you and yours.
The days of the week have their
own ups and downs, too. Since anci-
ent times, Friday, Venus's Day,
has been changeable; "Friday is
the fairest or foulest." It is de-
cidedly the worst day of all for
luck. You had better avoid starting
anything new on that day, like
planting corn or building a house or
cutting out a dress to be made.
There are two schools of thought
about fingernails and Friday; one
group believe that it is the best
day of all for this chore, for cutting
the nails then will prevent tooth-
ache. The other group merely
shake their heads and declare that
the day is bad; let your nails
alone. And don't pay any debts that
day, either, or receive any pay-
ments from the other fellow. And
don't fish or move or even carry
out your ashes on Friday.
Everybody knows the old rhyme
about being born on a certain day
My birthday, I have been told, was
on Sunday, at 5:00 A. M. At least
I missed being an example of
"Monday's child is fair of face."
Whether I am the good child men-
tioned in the rhyme about Sunday
I doubt quite often, and I am sure
am merely joining a large group
of doubters.
There seems no present-day fear
of consequences to postpone wash
day from Monday to some later
day.
But, by and large, in the country
and in Suburbia, Monday is still
wash day, Tuesday is ironing day,
and the other days follow as they
do in the child rhyme about "Here
we go round the mulberry bush."
The rhyme for that game that I
have on tape has Saturday for the
day to go to town.
And certainly that custom is still
kept up, in spite of cars and the
soortening of distances. Even my
good-big town is decidedly rural on
Saturdays, especially Saturday af-
ternoons.
And many a country store, air-
conditioned and selling bomogen-
ized milk and icecream and stuff,
is crowded, as in older times, when
Saturday afternoon roils roust
"This is the way we go to town,
go to town, go to tows;
This is the way we go to tOwn,
early Saturday morning."
LET'S LOOK
IT OVER
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
FRANKFORT • - -
Some portions of the speech made
by Vice President Hubert H. Hum-
phrey in Louisville just prior to the
election transcended politics and
now that the election is over are, in
my opinion, well-worth recalling
and repeating.
I especially remember the ad-
monition given by Mr. Humphrey
during his discussion of programs
enacted by the just-adjourned
Democratic - controlled Congress,
which he called the "Magnificent
89th" and credited with realizing 40
years of hopes in nine and one half
months.
Summarizing some of the ac-
complishments of this Congress,
the Vice President spoke of medi-
care, Federal aid to education, de-
velopment aid to depressed areas,
the Appalachian program, and con-
tinuation of the anti-poverty pro-
gram.
Be referred to other programs,
such as beautification of our cities
and our highways, the war against
water pollution, and then suddenly
he warned members and guests of
the Democratic Woman's Club of
Kentucky not to look upon these
programs as partisan politicians,
but as Americans.
"We are Americans first," the
Vice President declared, "and
Democrats second—and don't you
ever forget it."
Various enactments of the recent
Congress, Mr. Humphrey said, will
provide foundations on which to
build what President Johnson calls
"The Great Society." He added
that the programs of the Great So-
ciety will be only as effective as is
the cooperation between local gov-
ernment and the Federal Govern-
ment in implementing these pro-
grams.
I am thankful and I am certain
that Kentucky is thankful for the
progressive legislation of the 89th
Congress. We will cooperate fully
in the program to boost the econ-
omy of slates in the Appalachian
area; in expansion of the anti-
poverty program, and in the pro-
gram of development aid to de-
pressed areas.
Besides Federal aid for elemen-
tary and secondary schools, with
emphasis on poor children, there is
a program of aid to higher educa-
tion through construction grants
and fellowships. .
Kentucky will also cooperate In
the health program which includal
grants to states for mass immuni-
zation against common ailments; in
the program to provide aid for
handicapped children, and in the
comprehensive program spread
over four years to provide regional
medical centers to carry on the war
against heart disease, cancer and
stroke.
In a speech which he had pre-
pared for delivery at the Louis-
vie meeting, Mr. Humphrey said
he believed his audience would
avec that we should be remember-
ed not for crimes or even astonish-
ing inventions but as the first gen-
eration to dare to make the bone-
fitr of civilization available to the
whole, human race.
And here, in a part of his speech
bigLer than partisan politics, is
what he said the Great Society is
all about:
"The recognition that a second
car and power mowers and motor
boats are not enough . . . the recog-
nition that we can right old wrongs
and create in America full and
equal educational and employment
oppoilunity and . . . the recogni-
tion that we Americans, with our
wealth and power, can lead all
mankind towards days of peace and
promise."
Questions And Answers For
I VETERANS AFFAIRS I
Q—My son is leaving for mili-
tary service. Can he purchase a
government life insurance policy?
A—Yes. Under recent legislation,
he will be automatically covered by
a 910,000 policy and a certain sum
will be deducted from his monthly
pay unless he specifically states in
writing that he does not want all
or part of this full $10,000 insurance
coverage.
Q—What is the age limit (dead-
line) for applying for the total dis-
ability income rider on National
Service Life Insurance policies?
A—Until January 1, 1968, appli-
cCion must be made before in-
sured's 60th birthday. On and after
Jaruary 1, 1986, application must
be made before the insured's 55th
birthday.
Q—I receive a pension from the
Veterans Administration as well as
Social Security benefits. I have re-
ceived a special check covering the
adjustment payment due for Janu-
ary through August, authorized by
the Social Security Agency. When
must I report this to the VA?
A—Report it immediately if it
makes your income for the year
excessive for the pension rate you
are receiving. You may wait until
the regular end of the year if the
increase is not enough to make
your income excessive for the pen-
sion you receive.
Q—I receive disability pension
from VA and if my income exceeds
$1,000 per year, my pension pay-
ments will be reduced. I have been
offered a chance to sell my house
at a profit. If I do so, and use the
money to buy another home, will
it cause my pension payments to
be reduced?
A—No, the sale of property by a
person receiving disability pension
is not considered income even
though a profit is realized. The ex-
ception to this rule would be the
case of a person who buys and sells
property as a business.
Q—I read somewhere that the
President has signed a bill increas-
ing compensation payments to vet-
erans. When will I receive my in-
crease?
A—Such legislation is being con-
sidered but has not been enacted
Into law.
Q—Can you please tell me where
I may obtain a record or discharge
of a man who was in the Navy
during the years 1915 to 1918?
A—You might write to the Of-
ficer in Charge, Discharged En-
listed Personnel Records Branch,
U. S. Naval Records 3"1-1gement
Center, 9700 Page Boulevard, St.
Louis, Missouri.
Greenfield Monument Works
In Opeestien SI Tense
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons'
rubes
Can 1)4 J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield. Tenn.
Oruenfield
AD 5-1253
— BIZ —
ATKINS, REAMS and TAYLOR
FOR YOUR
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
' FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 3111 MAIN STREET
FULTON, RINTUCMY
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THESE ARE THE SCOUTS who made the cookies, that filled the boxes, that went to Viet Nam, to help the boys, who fight the war to make a Merry Christmas for all of us.
Gathered around the Christmas tree in the Chamber of Commerce just before the boxes were filled are members of Girl Scout troop 112. Leaders of the troop are Mrs. Jimmy
Sisson, Mrs. Otis Crutchfield and Mrs. James Robertson. And don't think the fathers didn't do their share for the effort, because they did! (Story on Page One.)
Happy Birthday
The News takes pleasure in
wishing Happy Birthday to the fol-
lowing friends:
November 19: Mrs. John Colley,
Jones Gamblin, Rebecca Jo Puck-
ett, Tommy Smith, Charles Whit-
nel, Jr.; November 20: Mrs. J. T.
Brundige, Mignon MeRendrte,
Mrs. H. N. Strong, Jr.; November
21: Jerry Creason; November 22:
Andy Batts;
November 311: Mrs. smith At-
Idns, Ivan Brady, Linda Collier,
Steve Holman, Norman Terry,
Winnie Voegeli; November 24:
Sandra Cashon, Jeffrey Clement,
Rose Marie Holman: November
25: Mrs. Floyd Bowen.
SERVICE
REPAIRS
An.sonnas Installed
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
THEATRE
Between Martin & Union City
Thursday - Friday, Nov. 18-19
Double Feature
Starts at 7:00
Bette Davis - Joseph Cotton
RUSK HUSH. SWEET
CHARLOTTE
And at 9:30
James Stewart
DEAR BRIGITTE
Saturday, Nov. 20
Three Features
Starts at 7:00
Buddy Ebsen-Keir Dulles
MAIL ORDER BRIDE
And at 9:10
Johnny Cash - George Hamilton IV
HOOTENANNY HOOT
Than at 10:30
Connie Francis
FOLLOW THE BOYS
Sun - Mon. 21-22
Double Feature
9tarts at 7:00
Ingrid Borgaman - Alain Delon
THE YELLOW ROLLS
ROYCE
Rarshel Thompson
CLARENCE THE CROSS-
EYED LION
CLOUD TUC - WED.
Kentucky Teachers Laying Plans For
Legislative Program In '66 Assembly
With the opening session of the
lt General Assembly still more
than six weeks away and with new
legislators only recently elected,
Kentucky teachers already are,
laying plans to get their legisla-
tive program enacted into law.
The president of the Kentucky
Education Association, Richard
VanHoose, Jefferson County super-
intendent of schools, Louisville,
has issued a call for a special
meeting of the KEA Delegate As-
sembly to set the teacher group's
program in motion.
The 600-member governing body
of the state's largest professional
organ:zation will convene at 7 p. m.
on Friday, December 1, at the
Sheraton Hotel in Louisville. Ac-
•_ording to plans announced by Van-
iioose in a letter to the delegates,
the meeting is scheduled to run
through noon on Saturday.
"So many things affecting edu-
cation have happened since we
gave our KEA legislative program
final approval last spring," Van-
Hoose said, "that there is a wide-
spread sentiment among our mem-
bership to re-examine these pro-
posals and to establish priorities.
:.lso, this will give us a chance to
plan on the specific follow-up ac-
tivities we will need to carry out
in promoting this program."
Obviously, VanHoose was refer-
ring to the State Court of Appeals
dec.sion requiring property assess-
ment at full cash value, and the
action taken during the recent
special legislative session limiting
the increases in local school taxes
which can be levied during the next
two years.
Most of the work during the De-
cember 3-4 meeting will be done
during small, rouncttable discus-
sic4s. Each delegate will have a
ch..ace to express his own feelings
and suggest things that should be
uone, according to VanHoose.
Through resolutions the delegate
assembly can make changes in the
KEA legisaltive program.
The main item in the KEA's
program, as approved last spring
during the KEA convention in
. .
calls for salary-allotment in
creases. The proposal, as it now
stands, reads:
"The foundation program for-
niula for calculating costs should
be amended to provide for an in-
Social Security Director Points Out
Benefits To Persons In Older Groups
The 1963 amendments to the So-
cial Security Act contain one pro-
vision especially for men and wo-
men past age 72, according to
Charles Whitaker, Paducah district
social security manager.
Many of these workers, Whitaker
pointed out, were already past the
usual retirement age when their
particular kind of work became
covered under the program. They
earned some social security credits
tot not enough to qualify until now.
Such workers who died or who
reached retirement age (62 for wo-
men, and 65 for men) before 1957
will now be insured with from three
to five work credits; the exact num-
ber depends on age or date of
death.
All who receive benefits under
the new rule must be age 72 or
over. A payment of $35 monthly
goes to eligible men and women
workers, and to widows of deceased
workers. A wife would get $17.50 if
her husband is eligible.
"Approximately 100 persons in
the Paducah district have already
been awarded benefits under this
reduced work requirement," Whit-
aker said. "We estimate there are
several hundred others who would
be entitled to benefits but have not
applied. Any Fulton countian who
believes he or the may be eligible,
should contact, write or visit the
Social Security Office, 112 South
10th Street, Paducah, Kentucky."
Persons age 65 and over in Ful-
ton County who are still working
should take the necessary time to
protect their social security inter-
ests.
"This advice", Whitaker said, "is
directed to those who are eligible
for social security but have not ap-
plied. They can no hanger assume
that no benefits are due them as
long as they are working."
"The new 'Medicare'," Whitaker
col Untied, "can be collected by
those who work no matter how
much Income they have; an appli-
cation, however, must be filed. To
get the full protection offered at
the earliest date, those who are
now 65 or over, or who will be be-
fore 1966, must apply no later than
March 31, 1966."
An oldster who is still working is
just as likely, perhaps more 90, to
need the Hospital and Medical In-
surance protection as one who Is
retired. Those who have already
applied are protected and are being
contacted by mail.
"The name and address of those
who have not applied are not
known to us", Whitaker said. "Un-
less they act to protect their own
Interests, by applying without de-
lay, they stand to lose part, or all,
of the medical insurance protection
available to them."
A sirfe application, by a per.on
insured under social security and
now 65 or over, will establish his
eligibility for: (1) Monthly bene-
fits, when he retires, (2) Hospital
insurance at no cost and (3) Medi-
cal Insurance, if he 90 chooses, for
a $3 monthly premium starting for
next July.
WANTED
500 Bales Of Low Grade Cotton Picked Up Or Pull-
ed After The Pickers - After The Rain Picker Or
Pulled Cotton-Hand Picked Spotted Cotton-We Are
High Cash Buyers of Low Grade Cotton.
ALBERT COSTEN-COTTON GIN
crease in the amount allocated for
e..ch approved classroom unit with
a teacher in Rank I, Rank II, or
Rank III, This increase should be
$500 per classrom unit in 1966-67,
and an additional $400 per class-
room unit in 1967-68."
The group also has called for a
$200 increase in the foundation pro-
gram formula in calculating costs
Inc other operating expenses and
for capital outlay purposes. Other
KEA requests include fiscal inde-
pendence for local boards of educa-
tion, full financing of the teacher
retirement program, appointment
of the state superintendent of pub-
lic .nstruction by an elected non-
partisan State Board of Educa-
tion, improvements in the State De-
partment of Education, provision
for calamity days, and full financ-
ing of the foundation program for
higher education:
3
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More American families have
televisions sets than have bath-
tubs or showers.
The latest census found 6.9 mil-
lion housing units without access to
a tub or shower, compared to 6.7
m Ilion without a TV set.
Despite this apparent preference
for soap opera over soap suds, the
standard of housing in the United
States is improving, according to
Aetna Life Insurance Company,
which has $1.5 million invested in
private housing:
The insurance company's eco-
nomists say the long-term increase
in building is helping to upgrade
housing standards in two ways:
First, it replaces many substand-
ard buildings. Forty per cent of
the 1.5 million housing starts ex-
pected in 1965 replaces units lost to
renewal projects, commercial ex-
pansion, fires, and other factors
that frequently affect substandard
housing areas. By 1975, Aetna Life
predicts 2.3 million housing starts,
half of which will replace older
buildings.
Second, today's new housing
places more emphasis on comfort
and convenience than in the past,
and usually provides more living
space per housing unit than older
buildings do.
And, nowadays, nobody would
dream of building a house without
bathing facilities.
Social Security disability pay-
ments are no longer limited to per-
sons with "permanent" disabilities
Charles Whitaker, Paducah social
security district manager said to-
day.
The 1965 amendment removed
the requirement that the disability
be "of long-continued and indefin-
ite duration or expected to result in
death". Now, Whitaker stated, an
insured worker can receive pay-
ments if his disability is expected
to prevent work for 12 calendar
months,
Under another change it is possi-
ble for persons who elected to
start their retirement checks early
(between ages 62 and 65) and who
later became disabled before age
65, to change to a disability pay-
ment, which usually means a high-
er benefit rate.
Other provisions, such as the re-
quirement of at least 5 years of
the National Road Test confirms for taxpayers
that concrete provides lasting riding quality.
Concrete and asphalt were tested side by side
on 5 loops in the recent National Road Test,
sponsored by the American Association of
State Highway Officials. Loaded trucks trav-
eled 17 million miles over the hundreds of
pavement test sections.
At the end of test (two years of traffic), the
surviving sections were measured for riding
quality. Congrete averaged "very good."
Asphalt averaged "fair."
It's with good reason that concrete is
preferred for important roads such as state
primary routes. The low upkeep coat of con-
crete eaves taxpayers money year after year.
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
1105 C,narnimetweetth 1114, LavIveWs, K•Mintry 40202
A xalinnal orpaviisation to improve and
eziend the uses of concrete
Mr. and Mrs. Marion W. Phil-
lips, of South Fulton, Tennessee,
announce the engagement of their
daughter, Linda Kay, to Richard
H. Moss, III, son of Mr, and Mrs.
Richard H. Moss, II, of McConnell,
Tennessee.
The bride-elect attended Soutt-
Fulton High School and is now em
ployed at Baldridge's Variet)
Store.
The prospective bridegroom als
attended South Fulton High Scho&
and served two years in the United
States Navy. He is now attending
electronics school in Newbern,
Tennessee.
The date for the wedding has not
been set.
social security work credits and an
impairment severe enough to pre-
vent substantial, gainful work,
were not changed.
"Many workers who could not
have received benefits under the
old law are now being awarded
monthly payments," Whitaker
said, "Any other workers who be-
lieve they may be eligible under
the law should get in touch with
their Social Security Office with-
out delay."
More information is available at'
the Social Security District Office
at 112 South 10th Street, Paducah,
which serves the eleven western.
most counties in Kentucky.
S. P. MOORE & CO.
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Antique
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Rev. Fred Voigtmann, area mis-
sionary for the Lutheran Church,
announces that the first Lutheran
worship service will be held in
Union City this Sunday evening.
Services will be continued each
Sunday evening at 6:30. Services
will be conducted for the time be-
ing in the First Presbyterian
Church which is on the corner of
First and Leah St. in Union City.
Rev. Voigtmann will be in charge
of the services.
Rev. Voigtmann states that sur-
vey and exploratory work has
been going on for some time in
Union City and South Fulton and
Fulton, as well as in other towns
of the general area, The new mis-
sion will, for the time being, have
to be an area ministry, he said. A
number of Lutheran families have
been located in various towns of
the area and these have indicated
their willingness to form the nu-
cleus for a new Lutheran ministry.
A cordial invitation is extended
not only to Lutheran families, but
to everyone whO might like to at-
tend these servicel. No one will be
asked to make any commitment
nor will they be under any kind of
an obligation, Rev. Voigtmann
said. You will enjoy the services
and the fellowship.
Any one desiring more informa-
tion concerning the opening of this
new mission or of the Lutheran
Church in general is invited to
write to Rev. Fred Voigtmann at
McKenzie, Tenn. and he will be
happy to answer any questions.
Freak Accident
Proves Fatal
To Don Gibson
An unusual accident Monday
morning resulted in fatal injury to
Don Gibson, 19, from Moscow.
While putting air in a tire of a
fork-lift truck at Ashby Veneer
and Lumber Company, on High-
way Si, the tire blew out and
struck Gibson, srho received a skull
fracture and internal injuries.
Gibson died in Jackson-Madison
County General Hospital, Jackson,
Tenn., where he was taken when
his condition became worse while
enroute to the Baptist Hospital in
Memphis in a Flortibeak atnbu-
lance.
Funeral services were held Wed-
nesday afternoon in the Moscow
Baptist Church with Rev. Bill
Boyd officiating, assisted by Rev.
Charles McKenzie and Rev. Tom-
my Grubbs. Burial was in Oak-
wood Cemetery, in charge of Hop-
kins and Brown Funeral Home of
Clinton.
Surviving are his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Gibson; a sister,
Debbie Gibson, and grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Gibson and Ed
Forsythe, all of Moscow.
Fulton, Kentucky
November 16, 1965
Fulton County News
Fulton, Kentucky
Dear Jo;
As President of the Fulton Band
Parents Club, I want to take this
opportunity to thank you for all
your help in publicizing our coffee
held November 12th and all the
other help you have given the
Band.
We feel we were very successful
with our coffee and we know a lot
of credit is due your newspaper.
Thanking you, I am
Yours truly,
/s/ Billie Bushart
Macaroni
Cheese
with
golden
cheddar
goodness
Krell Dinner rives you ten-
der macaroni, creamy with
golden cheese goodness! Easy
and quick to its "se is." Or
combine it with other foods
for inexpensive yet delicious
main dishes.
Funeral services for Mrs. Kath-
leen Golden were conducted Sun-
day afternoon at Jackson Brothers
Funeral Home in Dukedom, Tenn.,
by the Rev. Danny Underwood.
Burial was in Homewood Memorial
Cai..ens in Homewood, Ill.
Mrs. Golden, a resident of the
Water Valley community, was the
widow of Leon Golden. She died at
21.40 a. m. Saturday at Hillview
Hospital here following a long W-
ilt as.
Mrs. Golden, who was 59, was
a registered nurse, and a native
of Dukedom.
Survivors include three sisters,
Mrs. Estes Cuningham, Dukedom;
Mrs. Ewing Starks, Kirkwood,
Mo.; and Miss Nell Rose, St.
Louis.
She was a daughter of the late
Dr. E. P. Rose of Water Valley.
Mrs. Neva Walker died at9 p. m.
Saturday at Sunnyside Retirement
Home in Mayfield following a
short illness. She was 70.
Mrs. Walker was a native of
Graves County, and a member of
Bethlehem Methodist Church.
Survivors include a son, Richard
Walker, Macomb, Ill.; a daughter,
Mary Lou Walker, Sunnyside Re-
tirement Home; two sister', Mrs.
Gertie Yates, Scmnyside Retire-
ment Home and Miss Hilda Lassi-
ter, Hopkinsville; and a brother,
Will Lassiter, Pilot Oak. 
•
Funeral services were conducted
Monday at the Bethlehem Metho-
dist Church by the Rev. Norman
Crittenden, with burial in the
church cemetery.
Funeral services for Mrs. Clara
L. Wright, 72, were conducted at
1:30 p. in. Tuesday at the Martin
Church of Christ by Billy Newby,
with burial in Mt. Zion Cemetery
in Obtain County.
Mrs. Wright. widow of R. P.
Wright, died Senday at U:45 P. In.
at Colonial Nursing Home in Jack-
son, Tenn., following a long illness.
Survivors include two sons, Dr.
James P. Wright, Martin, and
Clifford Wright, Union City; five
daughters, Mrs. Murray Daniel,
Flint, *Mich., Mrs. Wayne T. Ellis,
Martin, Mrs. James D. Lane, Jack-
son, Mrs. Joe E. May, Memphis,
and Mrs- Bobbie Scates, Fulton; a
brother, Tom Starnes, Obion,
Tenn.; a sister, Mrs. J. T. Verhine,
Fulton; 18 grandchildren and one
great-grandchild.
Mrs. Wright was a native of
Onion County and taught in sev-
eral schools in Tennessee.
Funeral services were held Mon-
day for Edward Choate Sr., retired
farmer of Clinton Rt. 3.
The Rev. James Cotham conduct-
ed the service at Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Chapel in Clinton.
Burial was in Shiloh Cemetery.
Mr. Choate, 79, died at 11 p.
Saturday at Clinton-Hickman Coun-
ty Hospital after a long illness.
He is survived by a son, Edward
Choate Jr., Clinton Rt. 3, and two
grandchildren.
Wm. L Bradberry
William In Bredberry, 64, of
Clinton died at Clinton-Hickman
County Hospital Sunday morning
after a long illness.
Mr. Bradberry was well known
as an extraordinary repairman and
inventor.
Funeral services were held at
2 p. m. Wednesday at Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Chapel in Clinton,
the Rev. T .T. Newton and the Rev.
Robert Ivy officiating. Burial was
in Clinton Cemetery.
Mr. Bradberry is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Mary Bradberry, and
four brothers, Clester, Claude and
Ira Bradberry, all of Clinton Rt.
3, and 011ie Bradberry of Memphis.
Funeral services for Charlie W.
Ross were held last Saturday af-
ternoon in the Ruthville Baptist
Church, with Rev. E. J. Rushing
officiating. Burial was in Walnut
Grove Cemetery, under the direc-
tion of W. W. Jones and Sons Fun-
eral Home in Martin.
Mr. Ross, 76, a retired farmer
of Route 3, Martin, died November
12 in Weakley County Hospital. He
is survived by his wife, Mrs. Allie
V. Ross, Route 3, Martin:
Guest speaker at the November
18 meeting of the West Fulton PTA
will be Mrs. Walter Voelpel. The
meeting will be held in the farm
room at 3 p. m. All members are
urged to attend.
South Fulton Honors Explorers, Leaders For Festival Duty
TOP BANANA AWARD TO A TOP SCOUT LEADER.. . Joe Sanders, (left) first like-president of the In.ternational Banana Festival Association and Tom Wade, the second in command of the organization, flankScout Leader Thomas Exum as the king-time scout worker accepted the highest award that can be elvenby the local group. Billy Johnson, another outstanding leader was made a TOP BANANA eke, but was un-able to attend the appreciation dinner given by the City of Siva Rune" P. the local Explorer post.
The following were patients
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
November 17:
JONES HOSPITAL
C. A. Patrick, Mrs. Carl Bell,
Arthur Devote, Mrs. Henry Clime,
Mrs. Fannie O'Nan, Mrs. C. N.
Burnette, Mrs. B. 0. Finch, Mrs.
Warren Bard, Curtis Thurmon,
Mrs. W. 0., Locke, Mrs. C. M.
Clark, Lee Rucker, Fulton; Mrs.
Lillie M. Pruitt, Rickman; Mrs.
Laura Wheeler, Route 4, Dresden;
Mrs. W. H. Venable, Paducah.
Mrs. Sadie Johns, Mrs. Mamie
Lee, Pamela Connell, Mn. Addie
Matthews, Mrs. Jerry Carter, Mrs.
Harold Hopkins, Tom Hales, Ful-
tot; Mike Alexander, Mrs. Bob
McKnight, South Fulton; Malcolm
Alford, Mrs. A. C. Bell, Dukedem;
Mrs. Roy Collins, David CoLens,
Mrs. Etta Jackson, Mrs. J. T.
Owens, Water Valley; Mrs. Floyd
Roberson, Louis Patrick, Crutch-
field; Mrs. Cletus Wilbanks, Rite
3, Martin; Greg Britt, Wingo;
Mrs. Voris Coltharpe, Mrs. Billie
Darnell, Route 2, Wingo; little
Danny Wayne Suiter, Mayfield;
Mrs. J. P. Owens, Union C.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Blanche Kaler, Mrs. Vodie
Hardin, Mrs. Ima Phelps, Vick
Henderson, Mrs. Elva Brown, Otis
Bizzle, Mrs. J. W. Elledge, Mrs.
W. J. Tuffield, Randall King, Ful-
ton; Mrs. Jim Owens, Mrs. Dora
Kibbler, Dorothy Laurie, Mrs.
Marvin Sanders, Mrs. Billie
Wright, Mrs. Dale Clark, South
Fulton; James Hicks, Mrs. Mon-
roe Floyd, John Shepherd, Joh
Thompson, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs.
Luther Weaver, Route 3, Fulton;
Clifton Campbell, Route 4, Fulton;
Lubin Grissom, Route 5, Fulton;
J. B. Byrn, Water Valley; A. G.
Stewart, Route 1, Water Valley;
C. M. Hornsby, Mrs. Treva Wil-
liams, Hickman; Mrs. Carrie
Puckett, Route 1, Clinton; Mrs.
Rode Price, Route 4, Clinton;
Cynthia Laws, Felix Vaughn,
Route 1, Wingo; Harvey Vaughn,
Mrs. Willard Brasure, Route 3,
Martin; Mrs. Lennie Bohn, Nash-
ville.
Robert Burrow's Mother
Dies In Haws Memorial
Mrs. Mettle Phipps Burrow died
Wednesday morning at nine o'clockin Haws Memorial Nursing Home.
She was the widow of Charles
W. Burrow, who died in 1958. Sur-
viving is one son, Robert Burrow,
with Kentucky Utilities at Sturgis,
Kentucky, and one grandson, also
of Sturgis.
At press time funeral arrange-
ments were incomplete. Hornbeak
Funeral Home is in charge.
Check FolloPi
Forgery of Unitied: ElliakftliTreas-
ury checks resulted in a „sentence
of one year and one day lbr
Edna L. Cline, age 46,:of Louis
Kentucky. Federal Judge J Mel
F. Gordon sentenced Mrs. Clint on
October 14 4965, fao the dteddral
Penitellitiarifor Weems, Akigetion,
West Virginia, for forging the
names of her deceased pare,* to
government checks hivotrinli Weal
security payments over an extend-
ed period of time after their
death.
Ernest W. !livers, United-Strati
Attorney, licho handled the caee /or
the goVern-Inent, and Andrew P.
O'Malley, Special Agent-in-charge
of the Louisville Offleelot the Sec-
ret Servic whose office did the
investigative work, both emphasi-
zed the ne everyone cashing
checks to certain at all times
that properfidentification be made
before holi ng a check.
In diiku 
 
g the case, Charles
Whitaker. istrict Manager of the
Paducah social security office, em-
phasized that the social security
card is not for identification pur-
poses. In the Cline case major
grocery concerns cashed the
cheeks tor Mrs. Cline without ob-
taining proper identification and
failed to question her as to the
circumstances of her possession of
the checks involved.
The goc eminent representatives
all stress that the law provides
severe penalties for illegal use of
government checks, as in the Cline
case ,and substantial money losses
are involved to those cashing forg-
ed checks since many times there
is no chance to recover the loss.
----- ----
Meat—cheese—egg—almost 421
kind of sandwich tastes new af- d
wonderful when you use Kraft Sand-
wich Spread Now In a handy new
wide-moo-1'h larl
THE DOBBS, TRUSS
No ligitallo BeIta—No Straps. Holds rupture in and up like thehead Accept No Other—Aeoetit the Bast For Reducible
Washable, Sanitary — For Single Or 1281111114 Iltapeate
CITY DRUG COMPANY408 LAKE STREET PHONES 70, 428 WHEN YOU TRADE IN YOUR OLD TIRE
(This amiable essay by the Rev-
erend T. N. Davis, S. J., is reprint-
ed with the permission of AMER-
ICA, the national Catholic weekly
review. Father Davis, its Editor in
Chief, writes the column. "Of Many
Things," in which this appeared on
March 27, 1965.)
My home town, Louisville, Ky.,
beasts of its bourbon distilleries, its
tobacco warehouses and its Derby
Day at Churchill Downs. To these
rather worldly badges on the chest
of the fair city on the Ohio, add
another, the most fetching street
name in the entire U. S. A., bar-
ring none—even those New Orleans
can offer. If you don't believe there
is a real street named Billy Goat
Strut Alley, look it up for yourself
in the Louisville Zip Code Direct-
ory.
You can play the name game
everywhere in old Kentucky. The
State is dotted with fascinating
towns and villages whose names
leap at you from a road map. How
could anyone, motoring through
eastern Kentucky, not want to turn
off the highway to such glorious
communities as Mousie, Quicksand,
Relief, Add, Fisty, Phil, Kite,
Rowdy, Gimlet, Shoulder-blade,
Sideview, Mummie, Drift, Lovely,
Beauty and Charley!
FOR SERVICE BEYOND THE CALL OP DUTY ... that's what South
Fulton Mayer Lex Rwkil• said to Mike Stevens, while preeenting
piequo to the president of the local Illitpierer Peet for the onset service
performed during Ih• recent Banana Festival.
eyes to see it) grass fields of cen-
tral Kentucky, stop your car to
mail postcards back home from
such unforgettable places as Black
Snake, Dog Walk, Stamping
Ground. Drip Rock, Flip*, Mod
Lick, Subtle, Black Gnat, Bear
Wallow, Skylight, Gravel Switch,
Gleanings, Preachersville, None-
such, Sweet Owen, Dimple, Quality,
Windyville or Eighty-Eight.
Kentucky has its hand across the
seas with townships named Bagdad,
Florence, Geneva, Rome, Madrid,
Cairo, Cadiz, Paris, Glasgow, Mex-
ico, Ravenna, Dublin, Cuba, War-
saw and Moscow.
There is a Panther, not far from
Rome. There is a Peewee Valley, a
Sinking Fork, a Fearsville and a
Clifty. A few miles south of Elba
there is a gracious village of
Slaughter. But the best of them-all
is downstream on the Ohio, be-
tween a U. S. Atomic Energy Re-
servation and an ancient buried
city. It's named Monkey's Eye-
brow.
So you are going to Europe this
summer? Well, apart from the fact
that you'll be unbalancing the bal-
ance of payments, you'll never find
a Monkey's Eyebrow there.
TURKEY 'N TRIMMINGS
The Harmony Methodist Church
Will sponsor a turkey dinner next
Sunday, November 31, in the
Cayce School. Surving will begin
at 11:96 a. tn. and the price is
I1-50 for adults and 7k for chil-
dren.
GREAT FALLS, Mont.—Royce G
Holly, son Mr. and Mrs. Leleune
F. Holly of Rt. 1, Crutchfield, Ky.
has been promoted to airman first
class in the U. S. Air Force.
Airman Holly is a flight equip-
ment specialist at Malmstrom AIR,
Mont. He is a member of the Stra-
tegic Air Command, the antion's
combat ready airlift for deployment
of U. S. forces world-wide.
The airman is a graduate of Ful-
tel. County High School, Hickman,
Ky
CHARLIE SCATES STORE
Us. 51 & Middle Road Fulton Phone 472-3531
NEW TREAD TIRES
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APPLICATIONS DUE - Eligible high school seniors andgraduates must submit before Nov- 19 their applications to
-take the 20th annual notiosal competitive NRMC eiling101-dos is Dee, U. ApiauMmatsIp 1,100 young mat will be ele•heed to attend eaDeg, while earning a regular commissioa.barman= and applicaike toms may be obtained fromMad high schools and $ay Retruitift Statham bon GMChief et Novel PusJ t.sM cd.lba Navy, Wait. •%Oen. D.C. 3113a, or from Capt. IL S. lacier Jr., Proteasesi Naval Salatfi, Uoiveraity of LosisviEs. SOL
CLASSIFIED ADS
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
Trede-repair and move. Get our
prices. We service all makes TV.
Phone 307. Roper Telovisioa.
WE RENT - -
Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Felten, Ky. Mono 47245113
DEWEY JOHNSON
SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
All types et Insurance
"Crowing Ilyerylking"
422 Lake S.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky.
FOR RENT: Floor ousting ma •
chine and electric floor pendia
and electric vaeatun sloansr.
elms. Fursitare Co.
CARD OF TWANGS
For your many comforting and
sustaining expressions of regard
for Bertes, who was a loving and
devoted husband and father to all
of us, we say thanks individually
and as a family. Our knowledge of
his many friends has given us
great comfort.
CAN vOU SPARE
Ming
Theft d II tikes le all ZIP Code to
yew slim. ZIP Cede Is a time and
money save. It tales a short cut
through the Pesti System_ eel sums
We dames.
4WALKER 111111111111MMUMMIIMIN
2
ct
Ten High
is very good
bourbon
• sip it slow and easy
• It TRUE bourbon
• it's made by Hiram Wangs,
• it's 86 proof
• it's straight bourbon
whiskey
$1.50 $4.00
Pint 4/5 Qt
I IPTJLL QUART VIM
(Tax Included)
,
11 0=0
\\\RAIJI WALKERS
11N  HIGO
1101;00°Ii
WHISKEY
ALSO AVAILABLE IN 100 PROOF, BOTTLED IN BOND
HINAM WALKER II SONS INC, MINA, ILUSSIS
HOW GOOD ARE OUR TURKEYS?
SO GOOD WE DARE TO OFFER-
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
TURKEYS GRADE A 6 TO 9 LBS.u. S. D. A.INSPECTED 10 TO 15 LBS.
S.
We Know How Important The Turkey Is To The
Success Of Your Thanksgiving Dinner That's Why
We Sell Only The Finest Turkeys (Every Super
Right Turkey Is Grade A You Know)
We're So Sure You Will Be Pleased That We
Confidently Offer You Double Your Money Back
If You're Not Completely Satisfied (Either The
Price Label Or Register Tape Is Necessary Of
Course)
Lb. 43c
 19 LBS.
Lb. 37c AND UP 1.32(
SEMI-BONELESS HAMS
_SUPER RIGHT WHOLE
FULLY COOKED OR HALF lb. 78
Country Hams  VIRGINIA FARMBRAND (Whole Or Half)
Smoked Ham  RIGHT SUPER (Whole Or Half) LB. 612 To 16 Lbs.
Rib Roast NuPER RIGHTBEEF fist 3 Ribs 99c)' Lb
occ,,,AuTy Fr er Breast rATA:RAIT:
PEELED & DEVIENED
SHRIMP
11/2
 Lb. Bag $2,19
3 - Lb. Bag $4.19
79t
,„,„ 89c
tin Coell
(vi,04,1,-•9.49c) 'Le. 59t
SUPER RIGHT FRESHLY
GROUND
3 Lb. Pkg.
or More Lb.
X )4
45c
Lesser Quan4i4ia Lb. 49c
FROZEN
4 — 5 lb.
U. S. D. A. GRADE "A"
DUCKLINGS
111.45C
SOUTHERN STAR
CANNED HAM
4 Lb. Call $3.49
8 Lb. Can $6.19
(12-01 3)C
Ivory LIQUID 
Marshmallows 
01401:1:TU 
 
1
 9t Cranberry SitucewHoLELLI9t
B..
P JELLIED ORtfl‘t 02
A&P WHOLE 
Instant iCffee LABEL j."  1 Potatoes
OR SLICED
Iona Pess Iona Tomatoes
A&P Sou•ritrout 
 
AILP SPECIAL 10-01 09 -
Peache5 FRE ES"" ALF PURE 3mtpDoLAND 
a 
 11 °:, 99t Grape Juice Bottles
1-Pint
CO:
VISC REEF FLAVOR OR a I.Lb
Sharp Cheese AGED (se" 1°4) Lb 59t Pard Dog Foods.Gt.E4,.b E`OY4CHEDDAR
Apple Pie PAEKER
JANE
(Sew 16e) 
EA 394 Ice Cream
JANE PARKIIR LIGHT
FRUIT CANES
over 24 Fruits A We
1% Lb. 3 Lb. ' Lb.
$1.49 $2.59 99.99
VANILLA Gel. Ctn. 1 /15
MARVEL
FRESHFINE SLICING1 
POTATOES 
A&P's LOW PRICE
BANANAS
U. S. 140. - I IDAHO RUSSET
CUCUMBERS
Val32.9cBlag 69c Li 10ci;" EACH 5c
SOAP 
 
Ivory
 IRiSiCioNAL SIZE
4 1113" 29t
Ivory SN(OW 3). Pkg 34( 2 Le.61 83t
I Pt
6 02 
63
Bo'
•
Joy Liquid 35( Sot
v
 ib,r35 . 14FOxydol BO 33C
Tid
DETERGENT
e mic OFF) 
Giant 3-Lb 67
1-02 Box
Blue Cheer 36Y):" lit
2 Lb
Premium Duz
Lb
Dash DETERGENT G21‘124"0:311 78c
Spic&SpancLEA4! 29t
CometcuissiR 
 
2 ‘0'3.33t
Mr. Cleo 
 
At. PURPOSE
n CLEANSER 38c
15 01 Bo
Downy Rinse 87c
Salvo Tablets;k1s78t
Thrill Liquid 'flPftill  63c
Soap  IVORY4Rg 8°" 41t 
 TAR
(4 Reg sem•45(
Soap CAMAY  2th33C
SOAP • (2 rirs fl Bothq so
Safeguard te, "18, ,43C
Bleach 
STAR 
I 341  29t
DUST 10t Off
2
Zest Soap
BATH SIZE
2 BARS 43t
REGULAR SIZE
BARS Si
Reynolds
Wrap
HEAVY DUTY FOIL
25 FT ROIL 58c
ECONOMY 15R0F, 78c
,
MarVelANTI-FREEZE Gal 1"
T 
LIGHT CHUNK 
6
ch onA
UnaSTARKIST 
 
a 
Cons
Dreft DetergenE354
Juiceubbys Tomato 1141  294
•
*BLUE BONNET 26 OFF 324
arganne WHIPPED 
• CHEF BOY AR- EE 1-Lb
vinners SPAGHETTI 
124:hPIE 
 48C
Pet Ritz  TELLS "99.1nOcfh239t
Gerbers SBTARBAYINFEODOD  641':: 59c
Folgers Coffee7t,74c
SOAP Fo(clitelscS.;47Woodbury '
 
4 Bar s3:5c
Kleenex
DINNER NAPKINS2
 
PKGS45t
OF
50
Prestone
ANTI-FREEZE
GALLON
$ 159
MI 
• 
DISCO  
CHOCOLATE ln 0: 
45t
PIN WHEELS Pkg
Hi
•
-Ho CsirAsaENER S
STRIETNANNZesta 
10-01 26c
Box 
16 600 1. 3
Kotex 
(Kg OI JO 430 Pkg
TAMPONS 
 04 40 1
49
Catsup 
STOKELYS 2"..."):41c
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT. NOV. 20th.
THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY
31c 1 Quart 1-20.1.23c 37c
HUDSON NAPKINS
PKG. OF 200
CLOROX
Bleach
WHITE HOUSE
Instant Dried Milk
12 Of. 79c
Cold Water
POWDER
Giant 3-Lb. 1-oz. Pkg.
(10c OFF)
••••
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Farm Bureau Gives Distinguished
Service Award To Hart Countian
Hubert F. Shelton, a Hart Coun-
ty farmer and a member of Hart
County Farm Bureau since 1983,
received Kentucky Farm Bureau's
seventh Distinguished Service to
Farm Bureau award. He was nom-
inated by the Hart County Farm
Bureau.
The award is given annually to
the person contributing most to
agriculture in his community,
county and state.
Shelton has been a member of
the Hart County Farm Bureau
board of directors for 17 years. In
1952 be was elected vice president
of Hart County Farm Bureau. Two
years later he was elected presi-
dent and served in that capacity
until 1963.
Shelton has served on the Ken-
tucky Farm Bureau board of di-
rectors for six years. He has been
a member of the State Dairy Ad-
visory Committee for 10 years and
Something New - Cows
Get Honor At Murray
Fifteen cows from the Murray
State College Herd were honored
at the anual meeting of the Ken-
tucky Jersey Cattle Club at Her-
rodsburg Saturday.
The cows from the jersey herd
were admitted to the "Ten
Thousand Pounds of Milk and-or
Five Hundred Pounds of Fat
Club." To be admitted to this
club each sow in 305 days has
produced better than 10,000 lbs.
of milk and 500 lbs. of fat.
Murray had the largest number
of cows from any herd in the
state to qualify for membership
to the club. The highest record
was 11,00 lbs. of milk and 180
lbs. of fat.
Parts For All
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewidry Company 1
is currently serving on the Dairy
Committee of the Governor's Com-
mission on Agriculture.
In addition to his many positions
in the county Farm Bureau, in-
cluding legislative chairman, mem-
bership chairman and public rela-
tion l chairman, Shelton has con-
tributed much to farming in his
community and in the state.
He organized the brucellosis
committee and led the effort to get
Hart County certified-modified
brucellosis free. He helped organ-
ize the Green River Artificial
Breeding Co-op, and worked two
weeks in taking memberships
which helped make the co-op pos-
sible. He worked to help get REA
lines extended to the areas in the
county which were not already
served. He helped spearhead the
drive to organize the Rural Tele-
phone Co-op. Shelton was instru-
mental in getting Kerr-Mills funds
for Caverns Memorial Hospital
now being constructed in Hart
County.
Shelton began his farming career
at the age of nine when he had a
half-acre of tobacco on his father's
farm.
After his marriage to the former
Lucille Terry, he began managing
one of his father's farms as a ten-
ant. He continued his tenantship
until he purchased his present
farra home which has been in the
family for over 100 'years. The
Shelton't operate a 75-acre dairy
ana tobacco farm. They have two
enildren and five grandchildren.
Shelton is a member of Knoxes
Creek Baptist Church. He was
Le..irrnan of the building commit-
tee for erection of the new pas-
otr's home in 1950. He has been a
member of the Gravel Lodge No.
813 at Magnolia for 20 years. He
has been president of the Linwood
and Hart County Utopia Clubs. He
is a member of the Farm and
Home Development Club, a mem-
ber of the Hart County Fish and
Game Club, a community commit-
teeman for ASCS, served on the
County Extension Council for sev-
eral years, served on the advisory
committee for Southern States Co-
operative and the advisory com-
mittee of the Nolin Production
.Creilit Association.
Need Moneg for Feed or Feeders?
 3 GET IT
" •-•
"
-"14.•
from your PCA1
We'll provide money to help you feed out hogs, cattle or
sheep ...do it with a loan that works for you in a number
of important ways:
Low Isterest ...the rate is low and you pay only for the
money actually used and for the time it's used.
Personal Service ...your loan is planned by men who
know agriculture...who can tailor credit to fit your needs.
Ownership ...PCA is owned by the people who use its
services...your loan makes you a member-owner.
Production Credit Associations are now serving more then
a half-million farmers and feeders. Stop in, get the details
JOHN P. WILSON
Floid Off. Mgr.
Rickman, Ky.
Phone 234-2SO6
PCA LOANS
WARREN BARD
Field Off. M.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 453-5161
Gracey Youth
Named State's
'Best Farmer'
Leonard R. Ezell, Route 1,
Gracey, has been named Ken-
tucky's outstanding young farmer
wider the Kentucky Farm Bureau-
...afcee Outstanding Young Farmer
Pi ....gram.
First runner-up for the title was
William H. Gallrein, Pleasure
Ridge Park.
Second runner-up was Donald
It.y Rice, Crestwood.
The three men received award
certificates at a banquet held in
Louisville in their honor.
Ezell, 35, has been a farm oper-
ator for five years. He owns 90
acres and rents 100, for the pro-
duction of dairy and poultry ani-
mals. He also produces tobacco,
corn, and alfalfa hay. He is mar-
ried and is the father of four chil-
dren.
Gallrein is 34 years old. He farms
850 acres, 100 of which he owns.
He raises beef cattle and is also a
dairyman. A farmer for 18 years,
Gallrein is married and has four
children.
Donald Rice, $, is a dairyman
who owns his 270-acre farm. He
also raises wheat, barley, corn, ai-
falfa, oats, tobacco, and orchard-
grass hay. Married and the father
of three children, he has been a
faimer for nine years.
F. ell will represent Kentucky in
the national Outstanding Young
Farmer contest April 5 and 6,
1966 at Birmingham, Alabama,
where four outstanding young
farmers—one from each regioft
throughout the United States—will
oe selected. The four selected, and
their families, will be awarded an
all-expense rtip to the American
Farm Bureau Federation Conven-
tion in Chicago December 12-16.
OBION COINTY
Joe Martin, County Agent
Unkm City, Tens.
TENNESSEE CATTLE FEED-
ERS' CONFERENCE
.The second Tennessee Cattle
Feeders' Conference will be held
in Union City next Monday and
Tuesday, November 22 and 23. All
of the program will be held at the
Biltmore Motel except for one-half
of one day, which will be spent
touring four feed lots in Obion
County.
The main reason for having such
a conference is to give livestock
feeders the very latest up-to-date
information on present day feed-
lot problems and feeding systems.
Jim Warner, from Ohio State
Uruveraity, is one of the featured
speakers on the program and will
speak on "New Developments in
Cattle Feeding." Mr. Warner will
be the banquet speaker on Monday
night. Other speakers will be live-
stock researchers, animal husban-
dry specialists, agricultural engi-
neers, packer representatives, and
former livestock feeders.
Registration fee for the two-day
meeting is $10, which includes the
banquet ticket for Monday night.
Obion County is fortunate to have
this cattle feeders' conference held
in Union City and we hope that a
number of Obion County farmers
will attend.
On Tuesday morning of the pro-
gram four Obion County feed-lots
will be toured. These are: (1)
Reelfoot feed-lot (Barham Estate);
(2) Harold Evans feed-lot; (3)
Elwyn Oliver, Jr. feed-lot; (4) Bill
Tanner feed-lot. Each of these feed-
lots use different types of feed-lot
equipment.
HOG PRICES STILL HIGH
Hog prices went over 25c in
Obion County last week. This is
the highest hog prices have been
in November since 1948. Only twice
since 1909 have we had more hogs
marketed in September than Oc-
tober. These years were 1924 and
1965. We feel that this has had a
definite influence on our Novem-
ber hog market.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
November 18 - Feeder Pig Sale-
Dresden.
November 19 - Feeder Pig Sale
Mayfield.
November 22-23 - Tennessee Cat-
tle Feeders' Conference, Union
City.
•
Tr( THE Genttei BOURBON
(Green lobe)
6 Years Old
90 PROOF
$1,000,000 Can't Buy a Bettor Bottle of Bourbon!
•
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED MY HEAVEN MU. DISTILLERIES, INC., BARDSTOWN, NELSON, COUNTY, KENTUCKY
Breathitt Reveals Progress, Future
Growth For Fulton County Farming
Kentucky's Governor Edward T.
Breathitt said today a report on
the production potential of Fulton
County is now available for public
inspection at the local county
agent's office.
Prepared by the Production Po-
tential Study Committee of the
University of Kentucky Coopera-
tive Extension Service, reports for
each of the state's 120 counties
were requested by the Governor's
Commission on Agriculture as one
of the avenues in the approach to a
$1 billion farm income. Berathitt is
chairman of the Commission.
In the study, emphasis was
placed on good land use, efficient
farm organization, good manage-
ment practices and use of approv-
ed production practices by com-
mercial farmers, those with a
gross annual income of 92,500 or
more in farm sales, according to
Breathitt. 1963 was used as a base
year.
The reports are now being
screened by county-level commit-
tees, which will make individual
recommendations to the commis-
.sion, the Governor said. He empha-
sized that the potentials are only
possible production levels; that
they are not forecasts, projections
or goals.
The study was made to help lay
groundwork for a practical expan-
sion of the state's agricultural in-
come, Breathitt said.
According to the report, the
1962 estimated gross income from
crop production in Fulton County
was $3,755,400. Net livestock pro-
duction added $796,100 for a total
of $4,551,500.
The study revealed that farm in-
come could be increased to $6,-
895,100 in 1970; $5,318,100 from
crops and $1,577,000 from live-
stock and crop rec•:'..ats could climb
to $11,065,600.
New tecnnologicat cnanc:s are
causing Kentucky farmers to make
rapid adjustments, the report
pointed out. Fewer commercial
farmers will be needed in the fu-
ture. In 1963, 42 per cent of Ken-
tucky's farms were non-commer-
cial; that is, part-time and part-
retirement farms.
These farms contributed an esh -
mated 10.9 per cent of the total
value of Kentucky's farm produc-
tion, the report stated. It estimated
that almost half of the state's
farms will be non-cammercial in
1970, contributing only 7.8 per cent
-w-FARM NEWS
To help farmers make plans this
fall Secretary of Agriculture Or-
ville Freeman has announced high-
1...guts of the intended 1966 wheat
program. The wheat program is
part of the new Food and Agricul-
ture Act of 1965 recently enacted
by Congress. The Secretary said
that farmers who participate in
the 1966 wheat program will re-
ceive a higher return per bushel
in the new program than they did
under the 1965 program.
Wheat farmers have already
been notified of their farm allot-
ments fox 1966, based on a nation-
al allotment of 47.8 million acres.
Also, as announced earlier, there
will be no fall signup period for
winter wheat growers. Instead, the
signup for all wheat farmers will
be conducted at the same time as
for the feed grain program seine-
time after the first of the year.
Farm projected yields are now
being determined, and each wheat
farmer will be notified of his pro-jected yield before signup time.
Projected yields are new for 1966;
they will be determined for each
farm and used for all program
purposes. The projected yields will
be indicative of the yield per acre
expected for each farm using cur-
rent cultural practices and with
normal weather conditions. Pre-
viously, farm normal yields have
been tied more closely to historical
production figures.
Wheat farmers who sign up and
participate in the program will be
eligible for a national average
price support loan of $1.25 per
bushel on all production of their
allotted acres plus domestic cer-
tifications on 45 percent of the
projected yield for the farm allot-
ment.
The domestic certificates to
farmers wiil be valued at the dif-
ference between the national aver-
age loan rate of $1.25 per bushel
and parity as of July 1, 1966. The
beginning of the marketing year.
(Parity for wheat for October was
fr2.56).
Options available to participating
farmers in deciding on their opera-
tions for 1966 include:
• Substitution of wheat for feed
grains or feed grains for wheat
acreage where the farmers is par-
ticipating in both programs.
• Barley will be considered as a
feed grain in the 1986 program.
• Substitution of wheat for oats
and-or rye provided the farmer is
participating in the feed grain
program. However, an adjustment
will be made on a State-by-State
basis to allow for the difference
In feed units produced per acre.
• Overplanting wheat allotments
up to 50 percent and storing the
excess production under bond.
• Producers may sign up for
voluntary diversion of up to 50 per-
cent of the allotment to conserving
uses, with a payment rate to be an-
nounced later. Farmers with 1966
allotments of 21.7 acres or less,
may divert their entire allotments
for payment. (In 1965, the maxi-
mum voluntary additional diver-
sion for payment was 20 percent
of the 1965 allotment of 13-5 acres,
whichever was larger). The cost
of domestic certificates to proces-
sors will be 75 cents per bushel,
the same as in 1965.
No export certificates will be is-
sued to farmers, but there will be
a variable export certificate to be
valued daily at an amount neces-
sary to make U. S. wheat available
at prices comparable to world
market prices.
of the total farm production value.
More detailed information on
land use, agricultural and live-
stock potentials is given in the re-
ports which are being distributed
by local county agents on requests.
Anderson Farms
Equipment To Be
Sold At Auction
The Anderson Farms, located 1
n.ile north of Sedalia, Kentucky
on Highway 97 have been sold to
Missouri interests. The farms own-
ed by Lewis Anderson and Cecil
Anderson of Mayfield consists of
more than 900 acres of land.
This represents one of the lar-
gest sales of farm tracts in recent
years in Graves County. Anderson
said that more than $75,000 in
farm equipment will be sold at auc-
tion on Saturday, November 20.
Anderson operates two local
firms, Andersons and Anderson's
-ashioia Corner in Mayfield. He
said, "I'm getting out of the farm
business to devote full time to the
two Mayfield stores and the de-
velopment of new business in the
shopping center now under con-
struction on the Murray highway."
Anderson is manager and partner
in the new shopping center develop-
mei.t.
Fallen County
Agent's News
JOHN WATTS
Do you favor marketing quotas
for next year's cotton crop? Fulton
County farmers will vote on this
question November 23. Are you in
favor .of lease or sale of cotton
across county lines? November 23
Is also the date for Fulton County
cotton farmers to decide this ques-
tion.
Cotton producers in Fulton Coun-
ty will cast their votes at the fol-
lowing places:
Community Polling Piece
AdtB, Vaughan's Grocery; C,
Hutchinson's Crocery; D, Hickman
Hardware Implement; E, Hickman
Gin (Western).
Polls will open at 8:00 A. M. and
close at 6:00 P. M.
GEORGE GUNTER BUYS
REGISTERED ANGUS COWS
George Gunter, Fulton, recently
purchased ten registered Angus
cows from Wallace Adams, Sr.,
Paducah, Kentucky.
NO FLIGHT SCHEDULED
So hot is the core of the sun-16
million degrees Centigrade—that a
pinhead of its material would emit
enough heat to kill a man 100 miles
away, the National Geographic
says.
Subwribe To The News
"MERRY CHRISTMAS TO ALL
YOU WISE AND
THRIFTY PEOPLE"
Santa sends his best Christmas
gifts through the mail from our bank: Christmas Club checks, of
course! If you're not getting one this
Make your initial deposit Monday,
Nov. 22nd! Start your 1966 Club
check on Us way for a merrier
Christmas!
year, be prepared for 1966.
During 1965, Thrifty People Looking Ahead To This
Christmas Season Systematically Saved Nearly
$53,000.00
WITH A FULTON BANK CHRISTMAS CLUB
Get the habit of Systematic Saving and you'll give yourself a mer-
rier Christmas next year. Join our 1966 Christmas Club, Now!
SEE US FOR ALL YOUR BANKING NEEDS
FUL TON BANK
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Disabled Vets To Get Higher Payments
Percent of
Disability
10%
20%
30%
40%
50%
60%
70%
80%
90%
100%
Current Rate
$20
38
58
77
107
128
149
170
191
250
New Rate
$21
40
60
82
113
136
161
186
209
300
County Insurance Rates Could Go
Up $10 If Rate Hike Is Approved
Liability insurance costs for
motorists in Fulton County would
be increased $11-00 annually if
a proposal to revise auto insurance
rates is granted.
A public hearing on adjustments
and new rate schedules began this
week before Kentucky Insurance
Commissioner William E. Bivin.
Requested by two national rating
organizations, the National Bureau
of Casualty Underwriters (NBCU)
and the National Automobile Un-
derwriters Association (NAUA),
the changes include increases in
mcst counties for collision insur-
ance and increases in some coun-
ties but reduction in others for
comprehensive insurance, in addi-
tion to the liability changes.
For Fulton County, comprehen-
sive and liability protection would
Increase by $2.00. The yearly
cost for $100 deductible insurance
protection would be increased$9.00.
Revisions vary for different
areas of the state which is divided
into a dozen rating territories ac-
cording to population and traffic
volume. The NBCU and NAUA are
presenting accident data experi-
ence from these rating areas in an
attempt to show justification for
the insurance revisions.
Ing
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A. C. bib & Sons
I. State Line Phone 472-3751
Teal We Have The
Genuine
Storm Window Kits
DOLLAR STORE
Lake Street Fulton
'SNOW USE
Putting Off Winter
PROTECTION
Don't wait until the little wom-
an gets you up at midnight
to close out those cold winter
drafts. Fix yourself some low-
cost storm windows out of
Warp's FLEX-0-GLASS. It's
easy! Just cut with shears...
tack over screens or frames.
Warp's genuine, crystal-clear
FLEX-O-GLASS holds IN heat—
keeps OUTcold ... saves up to
40% on fuels costs. Lasts for
years at a fraction the cost of
glass. Only 904 a square yard at
your local hardware or lumber
dealer.
Commissioner Bivin, prior to the
hearing, announced that he has sent
three special deputies to the NBCU
office In New York to verify the
accuracy of the data compilations
made by the agency.
Protesting the rate changes are
the Louisville Automobile Club,
the Kentucky Association of Trial
Lawyers and the Kentucky Auto-
mobile Dealers Association.
Bivin told the protestants that
the three deputies would explain
their finding during the course of
the hearings.
Dr. John S. McGuiness, an
acturial consultant hired by the in-
surance department, testified this
week, advising that the proposed
changes for passenger cars be ap-
proved.
Daniel J. McNamara, NBCU sec-
retary, in testimony, explained that
present rates are insufficient to
pay the cost of claims and the
operating expenses of the insurance
companies. The NBCU has 137 af-
filiated companies which write
about 30 per cent of the automobile
liability insurance business in
Kentucky, said McNamara.
Should the rates be revised, in-
surance companies not represent-
ed by the national rating agencies,
the independents, make separate
filing for the rates revision, which
are acted on individually, Com-
missioner Bivin stated.
I HAVE THE GENUINE
TOP QUALITY
WINDOW
,o0„,s1 MATERIALS
1100 III MIST-SUP OUT COLD
e"erg=s,Mait=oe
LIX•GGLAS
LASS-0•NET
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L NUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street Phone 472-3323
4; 7b,oQuaill,
INDOW MATERIALS
'FLE*0-GLAssi
GLASS-0-NET
WYR-0-GLASS
SCREEN-GLASS
FLEX-0-PANE
Fulton Edw.. & Furn. Co.
204 Lake St. Phone 472-1111
KEEPS OUT CULL)
HOLDS IN HEAT,
Saves to 40%on fuel
STOP cm DRAFTS
WESTERN AUTO
202 Lake Phone 472-1774
1,111111110 ii
r..- '
Builder's Supply, Inc.
5111 Walnut Phone 472-1434
More than 34,000 Kentucky vet-
erans with service-connected dis-
abilities will receive higher com-
pensation payments beginning De-
cember 1, Olney B. Owen, Man-
ager of the Veterans Administra-
tion Regional Office in Louisville,
said today.
The bill increasing compensation
payments was signed into law the
last day of October by President
Johnson, who said, "The nation
has no greater obligation than its
debt to those nearly two million
Americans who have been maimed
in mind or body while in the ser-
vice of their country."
President Johnson signed the bill
in time to permit the increases to
be reflected in compensation
checks mailed at the end of De-
cember.
Mr. Owen said that individual
increases will range from $1 a
month for those veterans adjudged
109 disabled to $50 a month for
those classified as totally disabled.
It is the second increase in com-
pensation in three years and is
expected to total $176 million an-
nually and will go to almost 2,000,-
000 veterans. Substantial increases
are provided under the new law
for more seriously disabled vet-
erans (for example, those suffering
multiple amputations, etc.) whose
monthly compensation payment
may nov: total more than $800.
For veterans whose disabilities
exceed 50 percent, the new law also
provides increases of approximate-
ly ten percent in the additional al-
lowances provided because of de-
pendents.
Other changes affecting depend-
ents that are brought about by the
bill increase from 21 to 23 years
the age limit of a child attending
school on whose behalf a depend-
ency allowance may be paid. The
additional allowance payable to the
veteran-parent for these school
children has been increased to a
monthly maximum of 640.
The new law also removes the
age requirement for Medal of
Honor winners who may seek the
established $100 a month payment.
A comparison table of present
compensation payments for war-
time service
-connected disabilities
by percent and those to be paid
under the new law follows:
BURNED OUTI
The Liberty Super Market just
north of Martin, on Highway 45-E,
was destroyed by fire last Satur-
day night. The first was discovered
about eight o'clock and the store
and contents were a total loss.
• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey Pelotas
UTMB Latvian-born Pianist
Shows Evidence Of Maturity
By Robert Stewart, Assistant Pro-
fessor in Piano and Theory,
L T. M. B.
It has been the p ',ilege of this
reviewer to sample at frequent in-
tcrvals the professional progress of
Uga Grants, the young Lativan-
born pianist. Grants, who studies
with the duo-pianists Nelson and
Neal, and receives professional
guidance from them, is working
towaid a music degree at U. T.-
M. B while simultaneously con-
tinuing his career as a concert
artist. He plays an on
-campus con-
cert at least once each year (and
is scheduled to play a second one
later this year), and thus has given
the students and staff of the uni-
ve sity the unusual opportunity to
be ear-witness to the growth of a
musical artist.
Ilia recital last Thursday was
striking evidence of what can hap-
11 in the short space of eight
months. It is true that his program
of last spring was a nearly over-
.v..elming tour de force of energy,
stamina, drive and technical facili-
ty; and it clearly demonstrated
his ability to hold together large-
scale compositions that create
formidable problems even for
long-seasoned performers. Since
that time, however, he has added
colors to his musical palette that
were not at his command less than
a year ago. This became evident
in the opening selection of the pro-
gram, the Prelude, Chorale, and
Fugue of Cesar Franck. This
work, while written for piano, is
conveived in terms of the orga
cmor-wise and affords an interest-
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iag comparison with the Brahma
transcription of the Bach Cha-
conne for Gegen which opened last
spring's concert. Whereas the
Bach-Brahms work relied primari-
ly on dynamic contrast to convey
Lie multi-manual effects of the or-
gan, the Franck composition des-
pi.yed a rich organ-like tone quali-
ty with a variety of subtle coloring
‘..hich greatly enhanced the scope
of musical ia!:rest provided by the
piece.
It is impo:Tiole w craw valid
cc.mpariaons between last-year's
Brahms F-minor Sonata and this-
year's Chopin B-flat minor Sonata,
of course, as the works are too far
removed fr^m one another in both
lorm and content.
Chopin's Sonata is a highly ca-
pricious Romantic Period devia-
tion from the classical sonata form,
aid Mr. Grants, rather than trying
to impose a classical order on the
thematic material, made the most
of romantic license, giving a youth-
impetuous and exciting inter-
pretation of a sonata by a youth-
ful composer.
Perhaps the greatest evidence of
further musical maturity was
shown in the two selections from
Ravel's Gaspard de la Nuit: Le
Gibet and Ondine. The increased
sensitivity to the colors and nu-
ances of French Impressionism
created a glimmering tone picture
that made last year's Debussy, al-
though a musically satisfying ex-
perience, seem stilted by compar-
ison.
The program concluded with the
Moussorgsky "Pictures at an Ex-
hibition. The number and variety
of the pieces in this set is too
broad a subject to discuss in this
review, but it suffices to add that
Mr. Grants made the most of the
opportunities provided by the music
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
appointment at New Salem Bap-
tist Church the past Sunday at U
a. m, Sunday School is held at 10,
Baptist Training Union at 6:30
p. m during fall and winter
months, with mid-week prayer ser-
vice Wednesday night at 7. On
Sunday night the worship service
was class and congregational gos-
pel singing, as is held each second
Sunday night. The public is invited
to come and worship at each and
every service by Rev. Rodgers and
the church.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Rickman
and -sons, of Murray, were here
Sunday, visitors of parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. Carbitt Rickman.
Mrs. Dave Mathis is feeling
some better since our last report.
She is able to be up a portion of the
time at her home in this village,
which many of her friends will be
glad to know.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Cashon of
Waverly, Tenn., and niece, Mrs.
Magdeline Jackson of Mayfield
were in Dukedom Saturday. They
were former residents there and
saw old friends and met new ones.
They are always welcomed back
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Huse McGuire are
in Dukedom on a visit with their
aunt, Mrs. Maud Vincent.
The public sale held at the late
Ed Parker home last Saturday
was well attended and Bill Gray
was the auctioneer. The entire
household furnishings and farming
tools were disposed of.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True, near
here, and Mrs. Elizabeth Darnell
of Dukedom left several days ago
for St. Louis for a visit with Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Farmer, Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph True and children, and
H. R. True and family, of the
surrounding area. They will re-
turn home this week.
The well-known spring that has
given a flow of perpetual water
for so many years here in our vil-
lage is undergoing special notice,
and I see someone has cut away
high weeds, willows and such. You
can now see the brick wall from
the road. The water flows and
trickles away into the creek, just
like nothing would ever disturb
the stream, as has been for so
many years that your writer can't
remember. Thanks to whoever
wants to keep Austin Springs nam-
ed for the late Mr. and Mrs. Chris
Austin, who once owned land here.
• • ......
REST
A day of play has tired
this little one, but now
sleep will bring about the
needed rest. This is the time
for restoring energies, and
breaks the day's pace.
The Lord set aside a day for rest
and worship. This day allows
us to be in the Lord's
house and renews our energies
for the week to co;;le.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of
will long persevere and the freedoms which we hoid
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphoid
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's life, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
Coleman Adv. Serv.
IN T74p4.
••• •••'
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THIS SERIES OF CHURCH ADS IS
ASSOCIATION AND IS SPONSORED
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton Phone 472-3951
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, KY. Phone 472-1303
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
S,, us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St. Phone 471-1341
PURE MILE COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fuiten, KY. Phone 472-3311
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tenn.
South Fulton, Tenn.
THE CITECENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky. Phone 236-1135
BEING PUBLISHED 'THROUGH THE COOPERATION OF THE LOCAL MINISTERIAL
BY THU UNDERSIGNED INDIVIDUALS AND BUSINESS INSTITUTIONS
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. c.
"Live Better Illodricalle
Hickman, ICT-
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co. Inc
Kwanacky Ave., Fulton Phone 472-14171
Travelers Inn Restaurant
Featuring Home-Made Pies
Special Sunday Dinner
JET LANES
Special rates to Church groups
110 Fourth St. Phone 472-1440
Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Patten
William Ward, Livestock
We buy and sell daily
Morris St; S. Fulton Phone 479-2S52
Airlen• Gas Co. of Fulton. Inc.
Butane and Propane gas dealer
Fulton, Ky.
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
Lennox gas furnaces, air conditioners;
all-electric heat pomp; electric furnaces
SEARS
Shop by Phone Phone 4794410
South Fulton, Tenn.
Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, miner repairs
Broadway St. Phone 479-0W3
King Motor Company, Inc.
Authorized Pontiac and Rambler Dealer
111 W. State Line Phone 479-2371
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BERT ES PIGUE--(Contboged from Pane Oise
Pigue had full confidence in his
honesty and integrity.
In spite of all the outside activi-
ties in which Bertes was engaged,
this reporter found it difficult to
associate him with any role more
important than that of a father and
a family man. This was under-
standable, for Bertes worked hard,
night and day, yet his conversation
always veered Into the subject of
his family and the amazing vari-
ety of activities in which they
were engaged. He seemed to relish
the responsibility that was his to
rear a large family while at the,
same time working in those fields
that would be beneficial to his
children and to all children and
adults.
After his retirement from the
City National Bank, where he was
a long time and valued employee,
Bertes took life easier following a
stroke he had suffered. But he
never lost interest in his communi-
ty. He was a familiar figure, walk-
ing around town, sometimes with
the aid of a cane, visiting all his
old friends and keeping abreast of
all the affairs rn which he was so
vitally interested and to which he
contributed so much.
Fulton has lost a good, whole-
iome citizen. We, at the News of-
fice have lost a devoted and loyal
friend. His family has lost the
head of a household, but they will
never lose the good example of
happy living that he set for them.
them.
Mr. Pigue was born November
14, 1897, in Water Valley, Ken-
tucky, the son of the late George
H. and Pearl Weeks Pigue.
He graduated from Wingo High
School and moved to Fulton in
1918 to accept the position of book-
keeper at City National Bank,
where he worked continuously until
he became ill last year. He was
promoted to assistant cashier and
later to vice-president.
He was a member of the First
Methodist Church and of the Mor-
man B. Daniel Sunday School
Class. He was past chairman of
the official board, served as secre-
tary and treasurer of the church
for several years and was a mem-
ber of the Methodist Men.
Mr. Pigue served many years as
secretary-treasurer to the Fulton
City ISoard of Education, as treas-
urer of the Young Men's Business
Club, and was secretary of the
Fulton Chapter of the American
Red Cross.
For more than thirty years he
had been active in Scouting. He
was vice president of the Four
Rivers Council at the time of his
death, having served in various
capacities. He was the recipient
of the Silver Beaver, the highest
award a Scouter can receive. He
served as finance chairman for the
local Boy Scout drive a number of
times and was the first contributor
to this year's campaign.
Funeral services were held Sat-
urday afternoon in the First Meth-
odist Church, with Rev. W. T.
Barnes, pasnor of the church, of-
ficiating, assisted by Rev. Denzel
Dukes, pastor of the First Baptist
Church. Burial, under the direction
of Hornbeak Funeral Home, was
in Greenlee Cemetery.
Surviving are his wife, Mrs.
RameIle Elledge Pigue, whom he
married in 1924; one daughter,
Mrs. Larry Depp, Jr., of Owens-
boro; four sons, Charles, of Wheat-
on, Ill.; Eugene of Lexington, Ky.;
Joe, of Hopkinsville, and Jere of
Decatur, Ga.; one brother, Z. W.
(Forty) Pigue of Palos Verdes,
California, and nine grandchildren.
CHRISTMAS DECOR
"Christmas Decor" will be the
major lesson at the Palestine
Homemakers meeting at 10:30
a. m., November 18, in the com-
munity center. Members are urged
to attend and visitors are we!-
come.
KRAFT Dinner
is
thrifty
and
quick
cnd
fuil of cheese flavor
Count on Kraft Dinner for
tender macaroni that's full
of golden cheese goodness.
Have it on hand for speedy
school lunches and hurry-up
suppers. It's good eating any
time!
COSTS 
ONLY 
5(
A SERVING
SOLDIER STORY—
(Connased from Page One
under the trees and started walk-
ing once again toward it.
Just as he reached it he pitched
forward on his face. That's when
we saw his back for the first
time.
It was raw from the wounds of
a Communist mortar.
Medics hadn't been able to get
to him because of the bullets and
jagged steel fragments coming
from the Communist-infested
jungles. So he walked to them. The
bullets and mortars did not bother
him anymore. He had had his.
He had fought like a hero, like
the men of the United States
Army's First Air Cavalry. Some
of them took their wounds without
whimper and seasoned veterans
cried.
One was Col. Hal Moore of
Bardstown, Ky., the commanding
officer of the Seventh Battalion,
First Cavalry, which was catching
hell from the slopes of this moun-
tain near the Cambodian border.
"I'm kind of emotional about
this, so excuse me, but I want you
to tell the American people that
these men are fighters," he told
me. Tears streaked his cheeks.
"Look at them," he said. He
pointed to a Negro soldier lying in
the shade of a tree. A bullet had
torn a huge hole in his stomach.
The soldier had his hands over the
hole. You could see him bite his
lip. He was in terrific pain, but he
made no whimper.
It was shortly after 8:30 Monday
morning when one of those terrible
accidents of war happened.
I was sitting looking at the
wounded in the aid station just a
few feet away. Suddenly, I felt a
_searing heat on my face.
An American warplane had mis-
judged the Red positions and
dropped a load of napalm into the
American positions. The jellied,
flaming gasoline, impossible to
shake or scrape off, splashed along
the ground in a huge dragon's tail
of fire less than 25 yards away.
Screams sounded above the roar
of the flames. The men stumbled
out of the inferno. Their hair burn-
ed off in an instant. Their clothes
took not much longer.
"Good God," Moore cried. An-
other plane was making a run into
the same area. The colonel grab-
bed a radio. Frantically, he shout-
ed:
"You're dropping the napalm on
us . . • stop those damn planes."
At almost the last second, the
second plane wheeled up and
away, its napalm still aboard.
It was an hour before a Medivac
chopper could get into the area
west of Plei Me. One man was a
huge mass of blisters. The other
was not quite so bad. Somehow his
legs had escaped. But he had
sucked the flames into his lungs
and he wheezed for breath.
There were no litters. Tenderly
we picked them up. I had a leg of
the most seriously burned man. A
big patch of burned skin came off
in my hand.
The Air Cavalry had come in
looking for regular North Viet-
namese troops believed somewhere
in the area. The Americans were
spoiling for a fight and they found
it Sunday.
The aid station and command
post were set up on the side of the
field opposite the mountains. At the
same time, the cavalrymen dash-
ed for the tree line and started
moving forward.
One platoon got about 300 yards
up the mountain before the Com-
munists opened up. They hit the
platoon from behind, cut if off
and at the same time opened up
on the main force of the cavalry.
The platoon spent the night on
the mountainside. Its casualties
were heavy. Its damage to the
Communists was said to be even
heavier.
"We got 70 Communist bodies
stacked up in front of our posi-
tions," the platoon leader radioed
back Monday.
It was about 8 p. m. and after
dark Sunday when I got my chance
to join the men on the ground. I
went in with a helicopter drop of
supplies and ammunition.
Sgt. Major Basil Plumey of Co-
lumbus, Ga., led me to Moore's
command bunker in the treeline.
"Watch where you step . . .
there's dead people all over here."
They were dead Americans, a
large number of them wrapped in
ponchos.
As the fight progressed, the aid
station became jammed with
wounded soldiers. Two enlisted
men working with the medics were
engineers.
One detail of the men was as-
signed to collecting the weapons
and ammunition from the wounded
before they were evacuated. They
had trouble with one soldier, but
they understood.
This young soldier refused to
give up his rifle. Like all soldiers,
it was his best friend. When his
litter was put into the helicopter,
he had ids rifle on his stomach, his
arms across over it.
Remember Our Boys In Viet Nam
Rural Co-ops In Kentucky Good Neighbors To Latin America
The rural electric cooperatives
of Kentucky are putting the "good
neighbor" policy to work in Latin
America. This month a second
shipment of materials and supplies
was sent to Ecuador for use by the
two newly-formed rural electric
cooperatives in that country.
Four trucks from the State As-
sociation of Rural Electrics in Lou-
isville left the week of November
1st taking the material to New Or-
leans from which point it will be-
shipped by boat to Ecuador. This
shipment includes wire, hardware,
transformers, meters and related
equipment which became obsolete
when_the rural electric systems in
this state were required to change-
out and construct heavier facili-
ties. This surplus material was
then donated to the rural electrics
in Ecuador.
Tb€ first shipment of similar ma-
terial and equipment was sent to
Ecuador in May of last year and
also consisted of surplus material
donated by Kentucky's rural elec-
tries. All of the material being
sent to Ecuador is being used by
the rural electries in that country
to extend electric service to areas
it.rmerly unserved.
According to J. K. Smith, general
manager of the State Association
of Rural Electric, this material
and equipment would be worth
about $10,000 in the United States
as scrap, but is valued at approxi-
mately $125,000 by the Ecuadorans.
"'Me rural electric systems of
Kentucky by donating this material
which has become obsolete and
worthless to them are showing
their determination to bring the
benefits of electricity to poverty
stricken areas in underdeveloped
nations around the world," Smith
stated. "The rural electrics of this
state welcome this opportunity to
once again become pioneers in the
electrical industry."
The second shipment was sent to
INECEL, the agency of the Ecua-
doran government charged with the
development of rural electrification
in that small Latin American na-
tion. INECEL will divide the ma-
terial between the rural electric
cooperatives in Santo Domingo and
Duale.
This second shipment brings to
about $20,000 the value of equip-
ment and material donated to
Ecuador by Kentucky's rural elec-
trics, computed on values in this
country. However, the value plac-
ed on the two shipments by the
Ecuadorans would be in excess of
i.:u,000. This material has made
possible the development of several
small industries and commercial
establishments in a poverty-strick-
en area of Ecuador as well as ex-
tending electric service for the
first time to numerous homes.
Kentucky's rural electrics have
adopted Ecuador as the country
they will assist in developing rural
electrification. Charles Stewart,
manager of Warren RECC in Bow-
ling Green, made the original feas-
ibility study in Ecuador under di-
rection of the Agency for Inter-
national Development.
As a part uf their * :ty and in
order to promote a better under-
standing between rural electrifica-
tion leaders in Ecuador and Ken-
tucky, the rural electrics in this
state are sponsoring a five-day
tour of Ecuador, beginning Novem-
ber 21. Approximately 20 rural
electrification leaders and other in-
terested persons will participate in
this tour which will include attend-
ance at the anual membership
meetings of the cooperatives at
Duale and Santo Domingo.
Each person taking the tour is
being requested to take at least
two small, electrical appliances to
be used as door prizes at the meet-
ings. Each appliance will have the
name and address of the donor in
order to build up more personal re-
lationship between the rural elec-
tric cooperative members of both
countries.
"We shall continue this activity
as long as the people of Ecuador
require assistance," Mr. Smith de-
clared. "We feel that we are play-
ing an important role in develop-
ing friendship for the United States
in Latin America. This type of self-
help, people-to-people program is
playing a significant role in pro-
moting a better understanding be-
tween peoples of both countries. In
addition, we are helping those who
are in great need of assistance."
A News photographer, driving along the highway, sairedhls crew of Kentucky Highway Department em-
ployees hard at work. Since they are the unsung heroes of the Highway Department, the photographer took
their picture. They are: In the truck, J. W. Lacey; standing, left to right, Kenneth Pee, Raymond Graddy,
Donald Riley 6..wl 0, G. Howell.
WPSD-TV's Telethon Of Stars Starts
Saturday; To Aid Crippled Children
The crippled children of Ken-
tucky, Illinois, Tennessee and Mis-
souri will be aided again this year
by the ninth "TELETHON OF
STARS" sponsored by the Lion
Clubs in the Channel 6 area.
This unusual and most interest-
ing program begins at 10 PM Sat-
urday, Nov. 20 and will continue
through the night ending at 1 PM
Sunday, Nov. 21. The handicapped
children themselves will be shown
The members of Cub Scout Den
14, Pack 40, voted at their meeting
on November 11 to assist the Civi-
tan Club in the sale of fruit cakes
for Christmas, for which they will
receive a commission.
The meeting opened with the
Pledge of Allegiance. Gordie Wade
served refreshments, after which
the scouts worked on Christmas
presents for their fathers and dis-
cussed Christmas tree ornaments,
since each boy has to make one.
The meeting closed with the Liv-
ing Circle.
Keeper of the Buckskin
Brad Boggess
at various intervals during the
show and their command perform-
ance will be Sunday morning as
usual.
Professional talent from New
York will consist of Ed Ames, who
is more popularly known as
"MINGO" on the Daniel Boone
Show; Dorothy Olsen, the "Sing-
ing School Teacher, has become a
perennial favorite and does a
tremendous job with the handi-
capped children; Lainie Kazan,
known for her abundant talent on
the stage and screen; Dolores
Hawkins, one of the top vocalists
from coast to coast, and an abund-
ance of additional popular per-
formers making up a 15 hour con-
tinuous performance.
Each Lion Club throughout the
Channel 6 area will be accepting
and recording the donations for
the crippled children. The money
donated from each state will be
distributed to the handicapped
Children Centers in the state from
which it is donated. The telephone
numbers from each city, where the
contributions can be made, will be
s:iown frequently on the screen.
A large battery of telephones will
be operated in Paducah recording
the pledges and contributions from
the entire area as the various Lion
Clubs call them in so the names
of the contributors can be shown
BARBECUED RIBS
FROM THE KEG RESTAMIT
Lake Strout Fulion.. XT.
on the screen as fast as possible.
Lion Club officials state that they
expect to collect $75,000 during this
Telethon and that this amount is
urgently needed to assist those
children already under treatment
and that many other children are
waiting for physical, speech and
occupational therapy that need
financial assistance.
Dr. Arthur Byrnes, Deputy Director of the Agency for international
Development Mission in Ecuador, (left) and Gustave Riefrie, Cooper-
ative Specialist with the AID Mission in Ecuador and a native
denim, (right) inspect the material and supplies being prepared for
shipment to Ecuador at the State Association of Rural Electric,' ware-
house in Louisville. This is a part of the second shipment which was
sent to the rural electric cooperatives in Santo Domingo and Deals,
Ecuador. The first was sent in May of last year and the second Ni. week
of November 1st this year. This is equipment made obsolete when the
rural seictrics in Kentucky constructed heavier facilities to meet in-
creasing demands from their members. Worth about $20,000 as scrap in
this country, the two shipments have been valued at more than MASS
by Ni. Ecuadoran'. Kentucky's rural electrics have adopted Ecuador as
the country they will assist in developing rural electrification.
8F.I.N6 JOT TO A CRIED and help ,ioild's ..ae6y Ctukirto
Nations Children's Fund's slogan this year. Offered are 3 C-SCOiatha
dreffs Mobile Carousel 41.0% upper igitt), he 000.iier UNICEF leag
Cards ;$1.25 a box of Len) and a UMW Engagement c.ale.,..ar
lower right). Available frorn UNICEF, United &lions. kw 7e... .0017.
Is Yellowstone
the finest
Bourbon
in Kentucky?
Well,
its No. 1
in sales.
Kentucky Shalght Bourbon, 90 Proof & 100 Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Yellowstone Distillery Co.. Louisville. Kentucky.
2000 FEET FREE PARKING
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From: Abby Meruire Roach
THIS IS A LONG POEM in which the wise
old Rabbi considers all the pros and cons of
life to their one surely right conclusion. It
must be read in full. Only a fragment can be
given here.
RABBI BEN EZRA
Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be,
The last of life for which the
first was made;
Our times are in His head
Who saith, "A Whole I planned,
Youth shows but half; trust God:
see all, hor be afraid!" . . .
Then, welcome each rebuff
That turns earth's smoothness rough,
Each sting that bids nor sit nor stand
but go.
Be our joys three parts pain!
Strive, and hold cheap the strain;
Learn, nor account the pang; dare,
never grudge the throe.
For thence,—a paradox
Which comforts while it mocks,—
Shall life succeed in that it seems
to fall;
What I aspired to be,
And was not, comforts me;
A brute I might have been, but would
not sink 1' the seals.
ROBERT BROWNING
Custom illarteausielll
at all Saw
BIG HAMBUIROIRS ....ed
THICK SHAMES ©, teell
FISH SANDWICH/1i
PUNCH FRISS
PARK PLANS BIUGHT — Mason A. Walley
(center) of Atlanta, a member of the Housing
Bane Finance Agency, said this week that
he would recommend that the government
share 50 percent of the costs of enlarging
Union City's Grove Creek Park under the
Open Space program. Showing Mr. Walley
••••*
over the 300 acres which the local Conger-
sation board hopes will be added to the park
are: Jim White eat), Conservation board
chairman, and Jim Rippy Jr. Other mem-
bers of the board are Johnny Fowler, Bill
Burnett Jr. and Tommy Thompson.
Union City may Get Big Assist
On Grove Creek Park Expansion
$500,000 Plan
Meets Okay
Of Inspector
A laig-range Sad
Union City park signimign pro-
gram received a major aisle
this week when a federal offle.
ial said the U. S. eoveriuselft
probably would underwrite half
of the coot.
Mason A. Walley of Atlanta,
Urban Renewal representative
with the Rousing & Rome Fi-
nance Agency, this week, after
inspecting the area which would
be added to Grove Creek park,
said his report would give the
project his best
"/ *Ink the adding of 300
acres to the park is very adapt-
able for park use and my re-
port will so indicate this fact,"
Mr. Walley said.
He spent some time going
over the land, most of which
lies east of Orem Creek Park,
before making the comment.
Only last month, members of
Union City's Conservation
board, which has been studying
choice of
Tow= GARDEN SALAD HOLIDAY JELLO
TOMATO JUICE with LEMON WEDGE
• : :4.10.222.2fto, ENTREES
ROAST YOUNG TURKEY HEN
and celery dressing, giblet gravy and cranberry sauce
BAKED HAM with raisin sauce
ROAST SIRLOIN of beef and natural gravy
BARBEQUED CHICKEN
marinated with tangy sauce
RZEN BANS, Country Ham Flavored AUGRAMTN POTATO 801
BAKED CANDIED APPLES
OUR OWN HOME MADE ROLLS BOILED CUSTARD & CAKE
TEA or COFFEE
PIE - Mince Meat, Pecan. Pumpkin, Cannel
has obtained e services of
Charles Gordan of Nashville,
head of the iiighway beautifi-
cation program for Tennessee.
Mr. Gorman will prepare a
comprehensive plan for the en-
larged park. The plan will
show the proper location for a
proposed civic auditorium per-
manent fair ground facilities
along with other items such as
roads, trails, shelter areas,
picnic areas, overnight camping
pads, additional baseball and
softball diamonds, an archery
range, outdoor basketball,
tennis and shuffle board courts
and possibly golfing and boating
facilities.
Mayor James Rippy this
morning said he felt the pro-
gram. not counting the auditor-
ium or cost of land, would cost
In the one-half minim dollar
bracket. With the government
paying half of that amount un-
der the Open Since Program,
and Union City paying Its share
over a 10 year program, the
city's expenditure would run in
the neighborhood of $25,000 a
year.
Mayor Rippy, is looking at
the park expansion program as
Union City's answer to the
shorter work week. He said with
citizens working fewer hours
these days than ever before,
they need more recreational fa-
cilities than ever before. This
park, he said, would provide
them with many facilities they
cannot now enjoy here.
"I also feel that any city
worth its salt Is entitled to
spend some of its efforts try-
ing to improve the Image of the
town. Jule look at Bellengrath
Gardens at Mobile Bay. There's
no reason Union City can't de-
velop such a park," the mayor
said.
Only Tuesday night, Jim
Rippy Jr., a member of the
Conservation board, outlined,
before a meeting of the board
of directors of the °Mon County
Ilhalir /am eh. ewe_ Naas.
Alle41011116ta members are now
holding up their planned de-
'alums* of the old National
Civard Armory betiding and
Turner field as a permanent
home ior the fair, to see if it
would be feasible to move it
to the Grove Creek park,
Should plane go aheadfor the
development of grounliScIlities
there, much needed off street
parking sad the proposed midi-
tortme would be available.
NASH VIL L E — The
Tennessee Public Service Com-
mission approved today an
across-the-board lOpercent In-
crease in fares within Tennes-
see for the state's 10 major bus
lines.
Hammond Fowler, PSC
chairman, said the companies'
request was approved because
they had experienced "substan-
tial increases in the cost of ma-
terials and suPPlies, wales,
salaries, equipment, taxes,
etc."
The companies had soul*
the increases in separate peti-
tions filed Feb. 19. They cango
Into effect 10 days after the com-
panies notify the PSC that they
are changing their fare
schedules.
Japan's Birth
Rate Low
TOKYO--Japan has one of the
world's lowest birth rates —
about 17.7 a_year per thousand.
Governor Has Reached Goal
In Kentucky Of 75,000 Jobs
FRANICFORI — One of
Gov. Edward T. Bowatiiiit's.
campaign pledgee—mead= of
75,000 new jobs—emens to have
been fulfilled before the middle
of his four-year tenure.
Statistics retained today by
the U.S. Department of labor
show that Kentucky's civilian
work force last September was
1,178,100 compared with 1,069,000
in November, 1963, before
Breathitt took office.
Thus, 110,000 new jobs appear
to have been created during that
period.
Beneath the surfer*, however,
Um view is not so clear. The
big question: how many of dime
new jobs have been created by
the booming national eneimany
rather than the staW adrataistrao
Lion's efforts?
Spokesmen for Breathitt said
there is no way al knowing at
ttie moment.
Commerce Canards &loner
Kadterine Peden aclosowledged
that nonfatal prosperity is a key
factor in job growth But she
also cited Kentucky's agneeeive
campaign to lure new industry
and the improvement of high-
ways, schools, and tourism.
The Cornmence Department is
standing by its claim of obtain-
ing almost 25,000 new jobs be-
cause of expenaion or location
of new industry in the past two
yeam.
The labor department's rig-
urea beer Stie out to the oohing
that 25,000 of the 110,000 new
jobs are in manufacturing.
Meantime, Kenbacky's unem-
ployment rate has dropped In
3.4 per oent, the lowest since
records have been kept When
Breathitt become governor the
rate was 4.9 pen cent.
The federal diets shows that
every industrial category is
prospering except mining aml
petroleum. Some 400 fewer pee>
pie are in the minim industry
than in ?lowanber, UM, while
the ori industry has remain&
static.
Miss Peden said 387 plants
have announced expansion or
location in Kentucky efuring the
current regime. She said
investment total, $336 million. -
The heaviest employ meat
growth lately Inis been atthe
construction 
— warty
V per ,oent over a year ago.
The manufacturaof tramporta.
tion equipment is next with al-
most 22 per oent.
Agriculture, too, is shoring in
a year ago.
Mies Peden figures that for
every MO new inamisoloring
jobs. IS additional jobs inn
created. Ws break-
down:
Nineteen extra in wholesale
and seta trade; 14 In Pixies-
shied sed related aervicee; mix
In bemire= end persend Derv.
ices; Res hi condincdon; Raw
in fimmes, insurance and need
estate; two in tramportation,
and public utilkies; one Is
agricuiturt. mid 14 in other ka.
&Wriest.
Attorney Calls
Anti-Nudism Ad
Unconstitutional
KNOXVILLE —Unwell.
see's antinudism law is mem-
antenatal because It Mellateg
the Chil rights d psaINIMS
wish to ellentee to Wad NW
pay, a three-judge fedend
court was told
Bernard Bernstein, Knox.-
vlile lawyer, also told the coot
that the sleight was vague and
indefinite "and unenfor
able."
Bernstein, representing tbei
American Sunbathing Assn. Ins.
and the Tennessee Outdoor
Inc. asked the court to
the law, enacted last
unconstitutional.
is arrayed in pas-
tel colors, solids
and trim for both
girls and fellows
in all the sizes.
ome and See!
AVOID THE LAST - MINUTE CLEANING RUSH . . . don't let
your "put-off" household cleaning take you away from the coming
holiday enjoyment! Just let us do your linens, drapes slipcovers, etc.
Prompt pickup and delivery telephone 472-1700.
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HOLT" ON aro TOM RAT
I CAN WASH
THE CAR IN
FIVE MINUTES
for only 26c
at the New
AUTO e
1. 550 - 600 Lb._ Preuare
2. 111 - 121" Water ?sup.
3. Pleura Water Condi-
liner
Siliwax Detergeat
L High Presnre Van=
- Cleaner
This is the newest and most modern car wash in
this area. For your convenience, there is a vacuum.
chamois, etc.. available.
-There are 2 bays for washing cars and one for
trucks. Not only can you wash autos but bring your
trailers, boats, motors or whatever!
206 West State Line Road
Dial 472-3961
OSPECIAL OFFER!
During The Opening Starting Thurs. Nov. 18
int 300 Customers Will Receive A
(Wily Stamp Saver Book
containing 100 F-R-E-E
QUALITY STAMPS
II WASH
GARBAGE
CANS
PLAY PENS
NIGH
MAIRS
POEN &
TAU
Fuurrom
VENETLIN
BLINDS 1
BAMBOO
SHADES
AWNINGS
And For Expert Car Service
Stop Al The NEW
FUL TON
TEXACO
SERVICE STATION
The Best In Gasoline, Motor
Oil and Car Products.
your car to the man
--- who wears the star
•••••
••••••
•••••••
$15.00
-, 0
NEW NAME 00
IN 0
HAND SEWNS 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
by RJOHN C.oberts,snots ION MUG
Trujuns ... a new name, a new hand
sewn look in our fine fall selection of
casual men's shoes. Handsome hand sewn
vamp detailing highlights the masterful
craftsmanship of premium leathers. Ask
'or Trujuns. the new look in hand sewns
BAT SHOE STORE
220 LAKE STREET FULTON
Alliance For Progress
Becoming 1-Way Street
WASHINGTON 
— The Alliance for Progress is be-
coming a two-way street.
Latin Americans are contributing teachers, tecluncal
services, art exhibits, minerals, plants and other things to theUnited States.
And it is done without government financing at either end.The communities in Latin
America and the United States
are sharing the coats, and the
benefits.
"The plan is what you might
cell grass roots cooperation be-
tween the • peoples of Latin
America and the United States,
on a private enterprise, good
neighbor basis," says James H.
Boren, director of the U.S.
agency's partners program.
Boren's friends in the U.S.
Agency for International Devel-
opment, of which the alliance
agency is a part, say Boren
practically invented the part-
nership plan. Partnershippro-
grams now are under way be-
tween 26 states or communities
in the United Statesand an equal
number od areas inLatin Amer-
ica. Additional plans are in the
formative stage.
For example, Delaware sent
an eight-mem•.,er team headed
by former Gov. Elbert N. Car-
rel, to Panama. The team de-
veloped plans to provide equip-
ment and manuals for Pana-
manian _Boy Scouts and Girl
Guides, funds for vocational
training in Santiago, and fi-
nancial aid for the Purchase of
nets and outboard motors by
!Whin( cooperatives in San
Carlos.
In return, Panama was ask-
ed to select three Panamanians
Dept. on seaside road construc-
tion, beach erosion control, and
ways to eliminate mosquitos.
Oregon sent a five-member
team to Costa Rica to work out
specific projects in advance of
a campaign to obtain statewide
public support for an exchange
plan. Said Max Harriger, head
of the Social Studies Division of
the Oregon Dept. of Education
and chairman of the team:
"This is not a Big Brother
program under which we tell
other people what to do. Ills
a mutual exchange between our
people and those of other coun-
tries."
Boren, a noncareer man,
formerly was a protesscr in
Arlington Tex. Slate College
and an administrative assist-
ant to Sen. Ralph W. Yarbor-
outh, D- Tex. He was in Peru
in 1961 and 1962 to help direct
the AID operations in that coun-
try.
"I soon got the feeling the
People in the communities of
Peru wanted to do something
effective to share their skills,
experience and other things with
the people of the United States,"
says Boren. "The idea of the
partners plan possibly was born
there, but ii,:tually the alliance
charger, approved by 20 Ameri-
can republics, contemplates the
active cooperation and partici-
pation at the citizen level, on a
private basis. That is what is
happening now, and the enthus-
iasm in all areas is something
remarkable."
This year, little CostaRica,
in Central America, sent Ix
Lane county in Oregon's Crow-
Applegate School district a
group of teachers who taught
Spanish and worked with Span-
ish language teachers in 12 ele-
mentary and • junior high
schools. They lived with famil-
ies of the region, spent half of
each day teaching Spanish and
history and sociology of their
area, the other half in train-
ing.
"It was so successful that
40 school districts have ex-
pressed interest in a simi-
lar project for their schools
next year," Boren said. The
Costa Rican teachers spent
three months, at a time when
their schools were closed
for yearly vacations, and the
Oregon schools were open.
In Kentucky, the Louis-
ville school system, and the
state school authorities, have
expressed interest in bring-
ing in a group of teachers from
Ecuador. Texas' private corn-
mittse on the alliance partners
is working on similar plans with
Peruvians.
Miami University of Ohio
wanted to train teachers in Por-
tuguese. So the state of Par-
ana, Brazil, sent up an expert
teacher to work with high school
teachers taking summer cours-
es at the university.
From the State °(itto Grande
do Sul, Brazil, the India Dept.
of Agriculture received seeds
of an alfalfa-type legume plant
which puts its roots down 40
feet to reach water. Specialists
there are studying the possibili-
ties of its adaptation to rain-
short areas in the United States.
From Bolivia, 10 agri-
cultural students of high school
age went to Utah last year to
live with families in that state,
and study U.S. farming methods.
High school students in
Minas Gerais, Bre zil, are send-
ing samples of minerals from
that state to a number of high
schools in Colorado.
Coming to Illinois to learn
are two civic ane social work-
ers from Sao Paulo State, Bra-
zil, to study methods of es-
tablishing in Brazil the urified
agencies for raising funds for
charitable purposes. They will
work with agency people in/111-
nois.
Phone Service
To Cost More
The State Public Service
Commission Friday approved
an increase in telephone rates
for Southern Bell subscribers
in four Obion county communi-
ties and a decrease for a filth.
The communities that will
have higher rates are Union
City, Obion, Rives and Troy.
Subscribers in Hornbeak will
get a reduction.
Southern Bell requested the
rate revision in September and
no protests were made when
the commission conducted a
bearing into the peititon on Oct.
28.
The increase for sub-
scribers served by the Obion,
Rives, Troy and Union City ex-
changes, Group Manager Char-
lie Sample said, is due to the
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increase in the number of tele-
phones a subscriber living in
the areas can now call.
He said Bell Telephone
charges are based on the num-
ber of telephones bat can be
called in an area, other than
long distance calls.
He said in 1955 the areabad 5,302 telephones whereas
tiblay there are 7,108 tele-
40hg min
I I I Vow0.411111,waiiiAryl'
Oboes, 
 
not counting extensions.
Hornbeak until 1956 was
served by a private system
and, when taken over by Bell,
received a special rate. Th14
rate is now being lowered 10
match the rates of other Obion
county customers.
Boiling will not injure cot-
ton.
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GOT TO GO to make ream for Christmas
merchandise. Buy new! Salo Prkasl Big
Savings!
Mons - Boys
All-Leather Coats
Fully Lined
$12.98 - $14.98
Piens Sport Coats
Values to $29.98 Includes
every Coat in the Store Ex-
• cept Blazers!
$12.98
Boys $12.98 Coats. $6.98
I One Table Men's
/ $3.98 Sport Shirts
2 for $5
ALL BOYS'
worrER JACKETS
Drastically Reduced!
THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street Fulton
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We at E. W. James wish to thank our Fulton-South Fulton cus
tomers for their patronage to our new store since it opened in June.
It is our pleasure and we are grateful.
Our wish for you is a happy and bountiful Thanksgiving. It is our
pleasure to make this holiday even happier for you by continuing to
give you highest quality foods at the lowest possible cost.
Pictured are Bud Halterman, manager, Robert Foster and John
fly Hales displaying a selection of holiday foods as they prepare them
for you in the store.
May we invite you to do your Thanksgiving shopping and your
shopping every day in the year in our beautiful and spacious stores,
1where you will find the widest selection of items and the most courte-
'ous sales people we can employ to serve you.
E. W. James & Sons
4 it Supermarket West State Line — psr
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Nano Sleep Set 3995 MattressandBox Spring
25% OFF
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ROCKING LOVE SEATS
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CHRISTMAS
Lay-A-Way
No Payment Ilegnked
Until Feb. 1.
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World's Longest Football Kick
A football kicked oft by the
South Fulton Red Devils from
Memorial Stadium in the Twin-
Cities "game of the year" &-
goblet the Fulton, Kentucky
Bulldogs at 7:45 p.m. on Oct-
ober 22, 1965 was found on
Thursday, November 4 on Ray
Crocker', farm 2 miles west
of McKenzie on the Greenfield
Highway L.T.G riffin, a bulldoz-
er operator, found the football
attsehed to balloons in a past-
ors where he was bulldozing up
M▪ r. Griffin brought the foot-
ball to the McKenzie Banner and
the Fulton Daily News was con-
tected, and the football was re-
turned to Fulton for a reward
of $10 for Mr. Griffin.
The Fulton "Red Devils" is
coached by Charles CPunk) A-
kers, formerly of McKenzie and
was a football star on the Mc-
Kenzie team in 1948.
Charles Akers was the out-
standing half-back on the Rebel
team which defeated Paris
Grove 12-6 in 1948.
This was the first time in his-
tory that McKenzie had defeat-
ed Grove.
Akers, who was really on the
"shall" that night 17 years ago,
gained 16 yards from scrim-
mage; scored both Rebel toucL-
downs, and intercepted a Grove
pass to set up the second.
Janice Galloway 'nu
Int
1.Grove game. Nancy'
Tauter, Barbara Brasfield,
Betty Carroll, Idabel Jean Pin-
son and Peggy Potson were
maids.
Captain of the 1048 Team
wee Jack Smith, Co-Captain,
Charlie Simmons; but the
"champ" for the Rebels vu
INTERNATIONAL STERLING
/61-643 g167ET
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Charles "Punk" Akers who
ranked seventh in the State for
the year 1948 on number of
points scored.
Friday night, November 19,
1948 pg McKenzie Rebels de-
feated Huntingdon Mustangs 20*
:o 19, which %anthem theCoun-
7 Trophy and set them up as
:he Little Ten Conference
:hamps.
The Rebels proved too much
!or the Mustangs as they played
aefore perhaps the largest
crowd to ever assemble on Ro-
bins Field in McKenzie.
The South Fulton Red Devils
have won 8 games, tied one and
lost one to Martin who they will
play in the Division play off.
Martin has won 8 games and
lost 2.
South Fulton beat Fulton on
October 22 a score of 2 to 0
Fulton Ky. November 18, 1965
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W. Sv.c1a1z. In Service"
• Gr.sa Oil Chomped
• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Lot Us Selene* Your Tires
Clyde Fields Service Sta.
In the Heart of Down Teem Pullen
HIRSCH'S
Second
Big Week!
jatly Mtnity
PORTABLE
MIXER
9.95 $
Value
With 3-Speed
Dyne-Torque Motor
• Powerful 3-Speed 130 Watt
Operation • Weighs Only 2 lbs.
Compact, Fits in Drawer or Hangs
on Wail • 2 Tripie Chrome-Plated
Beaters • Automatic Beater Ejec-
tor • Convent Heel Rest • Two-
Toned Plastic, Housing
Page 4
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This Sale Ends WIN111611dirr
lleveaber 24Ib
BETTER FABRICS 3
From our regular stocks. prints
end solids galore.., many fibers.
........
$ Days Savings1T 0 ILETRIES
YOUR CHOICE ... MIX OR MATCH
69t PHILIPS SAVII
Milk of laws&
e3c 410-Sellin
WARM!
DERWIN
Holds heat in, keeps
cold out! Shirts and
drawors, savings-
priced, each 
Boys $3 VALUE Cotton
FLANNEL P-i's
Xmas Mailing
Dates Suggest
WASHINGTON 
— Un-
less they're traveling by air,
Christmas packages headed
overseas should be mailed no
later than Nov. 10.
V air mail is used, the
deadline Is extended to Dec.
10.
These are the dates recom-
mended by the PostOiDoe DNA.
for assured delivery of par-
cels in time tor Christmas.
The same deadlines hold
for surface and air mail greet.
lag cards headed overseas.
Within the United States,
mailing no later thee Dee. St(
parcels intended for SAW
states, Dec. 14 for those bolas
mailed locally or to rassiffg
states.
Christina' Garde bops
mailed great
be mailed br Dec. NI=
dehisces
Some balm seat locally Aged
to by Dec. 15.
Popular Coiner* Metal
Nickel is one ei the pest
widely used coinage nuptials hides
world, appearing in 4113 Nem-
ent coins of 184 different astioss.
Some 2.5 billion coins, contabahig
nickel in varying degrees treat
one per cent to 100 per cent, are
minted each year.
LOOK AT KASNOW!
For Ladies Clothes
Matching Skirts &Sweaters
Beautiful Putels in Hanlon
and Shelton Wool.
Skirts moos from $ilt to $IM
Sweeten from $3.119 I. PM
And Check Thyme
Attractive Styled
COATS
For Beauty and
Warmth During The
Approaching Holi-
day & Winter Sea-
Mink Trim
Trimmed
Iln - 'Trimmed
From
YOU CAN'T HELP
GETTING EXCITED
ABOUT THE
FABULOUS FASHIONS,
FANTASTIC SAVINGS!
\ Fine Flannels...Ginghams
SPORT SHIRTS
Worm aeon lialhOIRS
Hens cotton lionosis
Many petters:, mien
BOYS' SLACKS
Washable cotton casuals..
better tacks, teaming
Values to S3 close-out
priced from our regular
stocks ...sins 6 to li
most wonted colon. $
Charge it sow
on convenient
credit ferniSi
• BIGGEST VALUES • BEST SELECTIONS • EASY TERMS • GUARANTEED SATISFACTION... ALWAYS!
I.
•LIKA
Or.
r: I
PROU]
Coact
MUNI
HAM!
Hamill
go int,
Reelfe
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Vend
Head
Will
NASH
IN ME
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from the N
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you're stil
$10,000 Gra
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PROUD MOMENT — Assistant South IPulton
Coach Ual Killebrew, who helps out just be-
cause he loves the sport, was hoisted on the
HAMILTON SCORES — South Fulton's Greg
Hamilton splits two Greenfield defenders to
go into the end zone for a score during the
Reelfoot Conference Playoff game. South
Fulton won the league title by taking a wild
Vandy Hopes
Head Coach
Will Remain
NASHVILLE — The
head at Vand•rbilt's Athletic
ks INIPnis head
11111 rbelack Cireen "sees
fiCIS Way with us for many more
rine
„Ince Chancellor Rob Boy
Petty made the statement
Illigeday when he announced
(3111En's original agreement to
MOD as Vanderbilt head coach
lelpilaes reaffirmed by the uni-
vegilly. Purdy added: "We
fefi ibe balm given us full measure
lion and has made pro-
toward bringing respect
to Vanderbilt football."
hi Commodores closeout
‘=11cene portion of an un-
tel Ilahulay by
ng the University of
ilironly denied that Omaha()
2
 
had a written contract
the school. It had been re-
pealed he had signed a three-
tiontract when he succeed
Gime in November, 1462.
said the no-contract
was by mutual
ltrcame to Vanderbilt
frill the University of Florida.
1114eaplalned the 1945 Army
*114, believed by many to be
Ziorilnest West Point team In
CiTiOrg ia grew cotton in
17G4.
You could already be
• a WINNER of
•
*1A00
IN MERCHANDISE
NINE
GOLD
swEENTAliES
CHECK WITH US!
All winning numbers
are now posted in
our store?
Bring in the Pfizer
Gold Rush coupon card
from the November Farm Jour-
nal, Successful Farming or Pro-
gressive Farmer.
If your number isn't posted,
you're still eligible for the
$10,000 Grand Prize?
SOUTHERN STATES
Fallon Ce-Operative
G;Intrel Ave. S. Fulton
MINN 471.2352
shoulders of his players Thursday night after
the Devils had downed Greenfield to win the
Reelfoot Conference crown.
31-28 victory at UTMB stadium Thursday
night. Although Hamilton is the seventh
highest scorer in the state and South Fulton
the league champion, the team failed to place
a min on the All-Conference team.
Devils Win
Loop Crown
South Fultoo's gallant Red
Devils outl:sted Greenfleki
Thursday night in a wild scoring
dela la Martin's U11111 stad-
ium to eta Ow ItealtleotCosilex..
sac, chasoPi =AV Oar&
31-211.
It is a story of rags-to-rich-
es fce the Devil's coach,
Charles Akers. Last year his
team sae the doormat of the
leave, losing every guns.
Sven though his leant cap-
hired the league trophy this
year, Coach Akers still was dis-
appointed when the All-Confer-
ence team failed to list a single
one of his players, even though
one of kW men, Greg Hamilton,
Is the seventh highest scorer
In Temlessee. Hamilton is a
Negro.
Thursday MOH It allia a
spectator's type of ball game.
Both teams struck like light..
Meg and the lead changed hands
an unprecedented seven times.
Smith Fulton held leads 01 6-0,
12-7, 14-14 and 31-25 while
Greenfield held leads of 7-6,
14-12, 21-1e, 25-15 and 2S-24.
Both teams moved furiously
up and down the field as both
gm their all in the battle for
the crown. South Fulton's Steve
Green, the ndbvils' rangy quar-
terback, scored three touch-
downs on seven. 10 and 20 yard
runs.
Hamilton went in for two
stores, five and 20 yarns.
Hamilton also scored South
tiliton's only extra point.
Greenfield's scores were
made by four different men.
Dlck Barton raced SO yards for
the first TD, fullback Dteide Be-
um went Sires for the wooed
one and Gary Mitchell, a doges-
sive halfback, raced 75 yards to
return a kickoff all the way.
Ronnie Callas went In from the
24 for Greenfield's final tally.
in the extra point division Bo-
hm had two mid Collins lad Bar-
ton had one each.
South Fulton picked up 111
first doves while Greenfield
had 10.
Coach Mars, after miser-
able season last year, mid he
and his players had a long talk
last spring.
"At that time we decided
to get together and work as
hard as we could with only one
thing in mind — to win the con-
ference championship. They
Ohs players) dedicated them-
selves to Sat goal and Thera-
day night their hard work paid
off." the coach said.
Cotton fabrics are preferred
for hospital use because they
can be sterilised.
7191111118a 
A
Let us remove old summer oil, check lb* radiator
hose, put in ant:if:sue and gm your car a
leen _ I
IlOWS THE Mil
TO WINTERIZE!
Puckett Service Station
OPEN 24
HOURS A DAY STANDARD
Oil
4TH AND LAKE ITS.
PHONE 472-1737
GREG IS am*: —South Fulton's Gregliamil-
tea, seem& highest scorer in the states,proves why he holds the honor as he brush-
es a Gresedield tackler aside to score from
Fulton, Ky.
20 yards out In the fourth period. South
Fulton downed Greenfield 31-28 to win the
Reelfoot Conference playoff held in the UTMB
Stadium Thursday night.
IMMO *GOON/ — Bomb Fulton's Steve Gress (with ball)
raced 20 yards in the final minutes of the fourth quarter to
give his Devils the winning TD in the Reelfoot Conference
playoff game Thursday night. SF won 31-28.
• 
FREE FURNACE INSPECTION I
BY TRAINED HEATING EXPERTS
FURNACE SERVICE. NEPAIRS — GAS. OIL, COAL
Free estimate en cost of installing a new Lennox Gals
Fernece, Air Conditioner, All Electric Hest-Pinnp-Electrle
Fermium.
CALL COLL.ECT
SMALLMAN SHEET METAL
FULTON, PHONE 472-1912
November 18, 1965 Page 5
Isig•ing Nickel
Mere than 100,000 pomade of
nickel are used in a modern meanliner for cerroision-resistant
equipment made of nickel alloys
and in rechargeable nickel-
cadmium batteries for emergencypower sourcem.
11111.1111111111111111111=11101111W,
!EMUS
FURNITURE CO.
r
011ifirFeg)
MAKE OUR STORE YOUR
ONE-STOP HEADQUARTERS
FOR ALL YOUR
HOLIDAY GIFT & PARTY NEEDS!
INT US HELP YOU MAKI
YOUR GIFT SHOPPING PAM
BRING IN YOUR UST
AND WE WILL IIE HAPPY TO
HELP YOU MAKE
THE IDEAL SELECTIONSI
Southern FALL APPLIANCE BARGAINSStates
Thru Dec. 18 Only
Money-Saving Prices • Nothing Down • Nothing To Pay Until March!
FREE $11.95 Spice & Herb Set with purchase
of electric or gas range listed here.
• Westinghouse Electric
Slicing Knife. No NM
Only $18.95
• Unice 17 Cu. Ft. Chest
Freezer. No. EI141750.
Reg•$229 Now $202
• Unice 23 Cu. Ft Chest
Freezer. No. MGM
Reg $275 Now $242
• Unico 23 Cu. Ft. Upright
Freezer. No 1.11111-23S
Reg $289 Now $254
• Unice 15 Cu. Ft Combina-
tion Frostiess Refrigera-
tor-Freezer. No. KT-1451.
Reg. $339. Now $293
• Unice 12 Cu. Ft.
Refrigerator. No BO 12511•
hi $199 Now $175
*tee
ri:Pr
• Unice Formica-Top Auto-
matic Dishwasher.
"gjp Sale $1711Roi. $199
_
Unice 36" Electric Range
It= Only $215
Unice 36" Gas Range
No. F2450-3IC. 
PlwsSoice Set Only $219
Southern States
FULTON CO-OPERATIVE
Central Ave. South Fulton
Phone 479-2352
mew,-
• klirro-Matic Telles-Coated
Electric Fly Pas. Na M0273-50.
Ret• Now $14.95
•West Bend 30-Cup Perco-
lator.
Reg. 312.95. Now $9.98
•Oster Electric Can Opener.Nis ow $10.45
•lorat 10" Moe-Coated
Alonlimm Fry PK.
Na C50. Only $1.69
•Titen Baseboard Electric
NNW.
hi MS& Now $21.95
• Ste-Rite Automatic Cellar
Drainer.
Ins".
No. 9304.
No. 8831.
Na C0-14.
Now $36
•Staltite 1/3 HP Wooers-
lie pew No. 117-1012.
lot 1715. Now $155
•Sta-lDb 1/3 HP Convert-
ible Pomp, Tank, Foot-Valve
& Strainer. ust vitro
Z. 4:717.1. Now $80.75
—Carrol Barnard. Digr,--
#6M-Vis•"‘: frifir*Witr11170
Your Southern States Cooperative Agency
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.
 FROZEN FOODS
PET RITZ PIE SHELLS
CUT OKRA
WHOLE OKRA
GREEN PEAS
WINTER GARDEN 1 1/4 LB, BAG
WINTER GARDEN
WINTER GARDEN
1 1/4 LB. BAG
11/2 LB. BAG 3
2 FOR 39
JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN
3 F°R $1.0 Great N. BEANS
JACK SPRAT 400 SIZE CAN 1507..
3 
FOR
$1.00 Mexican Style BEANS
$1.00 BjACLKASPRACTKlYSIZE NPEAS
JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN
FROM OUR
CRANBERRY SALAD
CRANBERRY SAUCE
APPLE SALAD
POTATO SALAD
BANANA SALAD
IRTALLAIR.
HOME BAN
CARAMEL
PUMPKIN
CHOCOLATE
LEMON
MINCE MEAT
PECAN
RAISEN
CREME COCONUT (P1
SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE 1 0
ONLY
BASKITSIWGI
TO BE GIVEN AWAY 0
WONDER TREASURE
YOU COULD BE THE LUCKY ONE ... DOIETIMISSiOU
THIS AD GOOD FOR 6 BIG DAYS.
JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN
PORK & BEANS 10(
10(
10(
100
10c
15 OZ
FQR
FROZEN THUNDER BOLT
COCONUT SHRIMP CHUNKEES
6PACKAGE 21 2 LB.BOX
CREAM PIES
MINCE PIES
PUMPKIN PIES
BIRDSEYE AWAKE
WINTER 
ROLLS
LIMA BEANS
STRAWBERRY
MORTON'S
MORTON'S
9 07. CAN
3F0;
39
39
37
PER PACKAGE 33(
LB1Yi o39
Plenty Of Free 
 Parking 
Fulton, Ky. November 18, 1965
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U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED SWIFT EMPIRE TOM
Page 6
18 TO 24 LB. AVERAGE
r 
SWIFT EMPIRE BELISVILLE
lIEN 
toit a. AVERAGE LB 49 AVERAGE 
 
TOM TURKEYS 
La 43(
SWIFT 
39c
 
II
DUCK
EN
 TU
IN
R
G
K
S
EYS LtBB, 
4
4
9
5
(
( GEESE
NS
EASIIIRKiii14 Lb.) LB' 
YORK
LARGE
FRESH HENS LB. 39(
KREY
Pure Pork SAUSAGE LB.39c 
REELFOOT SMOKED
HAMS
18 To n Lb.
Average
9
 Whole or
Half
WE WILL HAVE FREE SAMPLES or KREY COOKED
PURE PORK SAUSAGE FRIDAY & SATURDAY
SELO!
STEAU. S. CHOICE
LB.794
45(
LB 65(
PICNI
TURKEY BREAST La 99(
SELECT OYSTERS 99c
SMOKED JOWL 
LW 
33c
FRANKS 
REEL
(CELLO PKG LW 55(
FRESH PORK WHOLE
z R-WAY 
a
 a 
HAMS LB. 
0 LB WHOLE or HALFB. 69c
 HOSTESS d.
BACON L.69c Sirgit 3 La $2.99
!SWEET PICKLES QUART it V iliork 
TENDER
L. 19( ioneless HAM 99( 
ISKING FRESH
L. 39c
likliErff 'pair"
 310 TRY OUR DELICIOUS TASTING BARBECUE CHICKENS
GEISHA NO. 2 CAN 16 
07..SKED PINEAPPLE I I
PauTzGRAPE JEU,EY PDR $1
PINEAPPLE IP al
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE i 
A
 
t
UBBY'S 12 OZ. 
LUNCH CANMEAT 41$
PUFFS 2 BM°
 490
MARS
CANDY
BARS rm
 39°
AJAX 
REGULAR SIZE
CLEANER 
CARS 
29c
ffo' CANr 135N1/70/ a An
TAMALES 4 CAN8 LAU
NEW CROP
SHELLED 
880PECANS 
LW 
(*awes $oo SZE CAN
CHILI 15 I/2: *11
BEANS I "Ns
 I 011U
WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL
DAY THANKSGIVING,
THURSDAY,
NOV. 25, 1965.
EACH
EACH
KIDNEY BEANS
JACK SPRAT 300 SIZE CAN
NAVY BEANS
JACK SPRAT
PINTO BEANS
BUSH NO, 1 CAN
SHREDDED KRAUT
SANTA ROSA NO. 1 CANS
TOMATOES
MARY LOU 303 SIZE CAN
Cut Green BEANS
,JACK SPRAT SALT
Jack Sprat MUSTARD
15 OZ.
15 OZ.
15 OZ.
BOX
THIS AD GOOD FROM
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 18th
THRU
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 24th, 1965.
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
We're Giving
Money Awa/
No one claimed lueky ticket fo
Mt; bonus last week. This wee
onus is $1500
Each time you visit our •tore
will receive (without obligation
A FREE TICKET... Drop it in t
box... Drawing will be held eac
Saturday at 6 p.m. Winning nu
will be posted in the store (mu
claimed by Tues.i
10( ;$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
THIS Al) GOO
FROM
THURSDAY, NOV. 1
T111111
WEDNESDAY, NOV.
You Have 6 BIG DAYS
GET LOW LOW PRIC
MINCE MEAT
PECAN
RA1SEN
CREME COCONUT
cY ixings
riain Prices
BUYS
Thanksgiving is a dm* when you want noth-ing loss than tho 111115T1 But you hays to bo
realistic about your food budgot. That is
why R. W. JOGS'S wonderful food buys are
a treat for tho errs as won as tho polatolYou can hay* ALL Om fancy fixings In finefoods — from 'whey and trimmings to soups
and dossorts — at plain LOW PRICES. Comois. — you'll FEAST for Ow LEAST and bsSAVINGS ahead for the Holidays to come.
FROM OUR KITCHEN
RRY SALAD
RRY SAUCE
ALAD
SALAD
SALAD
LE SALAD
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
16 OZ.
49(
39c
59(
35c
49c
39
rHOME BAKEDG
 PIES
980 EACH
(Plisse Phase Early For Your Thankagivint Order)
NEW SWEET & JUICY -- FLORIDA
FRESH LARGE STALKS
OF.9111TAI 2 FOR
 35( CELERY
SMIIFLOWER FACH 39c SWEET
ONIONS LARGE
 
BUNCHES
 1 0( POTATOES
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS
Fulton, Ky. November 18, 1965 —7 P,.ge
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS1';
t-co 29(
FRESH
EACH
 5(
 ONIONS
LBS 29(
Ni CE
PARSLEYs
 TOMATO
AT
20 LBS. 59s
SWIY'I'B OR TURNER'S 
ICE MILK 3 calicos $1.00 ICE CREAM
SWIFT'S OR TURNER'S
CRCO
SHORTENING 3 La
 CAN 79c- CAKE
COFFEE MLGER'S CAN La
 79( MIX
00 FREE
GROCERIES
WON THE SOUTH FUL TON,TENNESSEEONLY
NT (THURSDAY (FRIDAY (SATURDAY25 BASKETS) 30 BASKETS) 45 BASKETS)
D01111112 OUT ... SHOP E. W. JAMES & SONS
THIS AD GOOD FOR 6 BIG DAYS$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ SS
iv in
Awiy •
claimed ltieky ticket for the
nus last-week. This week's
is $15000
ime you visit our store you
ceive (without obligations)
E TICKET... Drop it in the
Drawing will be held each
ay at 6 p.m. Winning number
e posted in the sto..e (must be
d by Tues.4
IS Al) GOOD
FROM
SDAY, NOV. 18th.
111111U
SDAY, NOV. 24th.
I ave 6 BIG DAYS TO
LOW LOW PRICES
POTTED MEAT 11 CAN $1.00
cyjitNNA SAUSAGE cl$1.00
WASHING POWDER B°X 28(
BAKER'S COCONUT 14 °Z. 53(
BAKEz CHIPS 6 oz F°R 39(
REYNOLL WRAPOWLING
ALMIANUM FOIL 26 FEET 49AOR(
RS
!Mit & CHILL 1/4 °Z 13°Y 23(
1.10by's PUMPKIN FOR 25
MUSHROOMS 3 °Z. CAN 29(
GRAPE JUICE QUART 39(
Kellog's ?Pt TARTS.49c
STR
CAT FOOD 16 °Z CAN 3 CANS 25(
AMES AND SON
SUPER MARKET
STORES LOCATED IN
Union City, South Fulton,
Tenn. & Hickman, Ky.
80Z.
PACKAGES
SWANSDOWN WHITE, 3
YELLOW, DEVIL'S FOOD
La
 29(i
3 LIM 25(
BUNCH 15( •
STOKELY'S 140Z.
rouTTLE
rat
CRANBERRY
SAUCE 
OC
EANa': 2 9
TALL
MILK P• 3' 450
 t
PET SIZE
POWDER 9CA
 SUGAR lOXW0RVUYJ
1/2 GALLON 
59( G0L.D214
PINEAPPLE 
• 
46'
BOXES
BOO JUICE 3.
CHIPSZjGRADE A
LARGE
DOZEN
With An Additional $5.00 Purchase,
Excluding Tobacco & Milk Products.
GRADE A
LARGE
opor.w..
PLUS QUALITY STAMPS
DAIRY DEPARTMENT
ARKERHOUSE ROLLS
OLEO MARGARINE ' ANDY 5
CREAMERY BUTTER
BOILED CUSTARD F"T°N
 PURE MILK
PILLSBURY
MAPLE LEAF
10 OZ CAN 21(
$1.00
73
LBS.
LB.
QUART 6
PHIL.  
CREAM CHEESE
29(
KRAFT VELVEETA
LB
 BOX
 79c
FRESH ORANGE JUICE
FLAKY BISCUITS
WHIPPED TOPPING
6ADY TO IKIRcAN CHEESE
Pillsbury CAKE FROSTING
COTTAGE CHEESE "'PURE MILK
KRAFT
KRAFT
8 OZ. CAN
1/2 GALLON 69
FOR33
91/2 OZ. CAN
DELICIOUS TASTING
LB.
14 OZ.
2 LB. BOX
49
59
39
49
Plenty Of Free Parking
POTATO TV4N PACK
PRIORITY c,cds
 
1
 
jit
SANT‘ 
1E
 
 
CANiU31 $1.01NEA0;E 
ilRED ITT AA,'
CHERRIES 5 CANS I U
PSIOSHUM "TS 1.29i
CHARMIN ifitha
NAPKINS 'NT IVY
HEINZ KETCHUP COUPON pyt 3
10C 1 kttleoff NEW tt.
Ketchup Lovers'Sizea-'
AT E. W. JAMES & SON
OfFer Nina NOV. 24th.. on saw per family)
9N41111111111111.WO Z
;IX
OIL 24 M
 a°11" 39 °Ai
COOKING HUMKO
'Jeers NO. 2 CAN
CHILI with 4 *1 400
BEANS CANS
SALAD BLUE PLATE
DRESSING QUART 39C1
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Among the cars tor sale at Ken-
Tenn is a pretty white '64 Chevy
Impala. Four-door hardtop, power
brakes and steering, automatic
transmission, one *weer, low mile-
age. See this one! 1Ken-Tenn Ante
Sales.
FOR RENT- Two-bedroom apart-
ment, downstairs, located on Pearl
Street, across from Carr School.
Couple with children over ten
years of age preferred or elderly
=James T. Johnson, realtor
night 472-3500.
WANTED: Four tickets to Ken-
tucky-Tennessee game. Contact
Sonny Puckett, Fulton.
PAINTING? Redecorating? For all
your highest quality paint product
go to Sherwin-Williams Paint Con
patty, U4 Lake Street.
USED
CAR
SOS
65 MUSTANG 6-cylinder hard-
top
65 MUSTANG V4 Hardtop
63 FORD pickup, 'SSE alio
63 CHEVROLET impala Hard-
top
63 FORD GALAX!! V-11, auto-
matic
63 CHEVROLET Bel Air
62 FAIRLANE 5110, 6-cyl;
straight shift
62 FORD Galaxie sedan; V4
automatic
62 FORD Galaxie coneertlhie
390, stick
61 CHEVROLET Wagon, 'W-
eir II; automatic
61 FORD 5-passenger wagon.
power
61 (4) FORD Galaxies
St BUICK hardtop; automatic
59 CHiMilert convertible,
V-11; elk*
59 FORD station wagon
59 PLYMOUTH
Si CHEVROLET Sedan
51 LINCOLN—air and power
511 CHEVROLET Station Wagon
511 PONTIAC hardtop
56 DODGE wagon
56 CADILLAC
53 NASH; 50,000 mikes
— IS OLDER CARS—
Una
FWD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
FOR SALE: Highly pedigreed
bled dog puppies, I Maths old
Registration papers furnished. Call
Melly King at King Motor Com-
pany, dial 470-3271, Fulton.
WI ARE IN A STATE OF EMER-
GENCY Due to hundreds of in-
quiries for the FAMOUS KEN-
TUCKY STATE HOSPITAL &
Lin PLANS, we are in dire need
of at least four representatives for
Fulton and Graves counties. We al-
ways have plenty et leads each
month. If you are 21 years of age
or over and wish to make $100 per
week or more, guaranteed while in
training, call or write
STATE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF KENTUCKY
1126 Triplett Street
Owensboro, Kentucky
Phone 6$44403
BEFORE YOU BUY a shaneW
well pump, see Fulton lierttrare &
Furniture Company, velem Pim
start at $72.50.
Non(
I have moved my office
to the building formerly
)ccupied by the Banana
Festival Headquarters at
201 Commercial Avenue.
Col. C. W. BURROW
Real Estate Broker
We sell and install
Storm Windows and
Car Ports
BROKEN GLASS
replaced
VENETIAN BLINDS
SIMONS PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
Dial 479-2724 Fulton
For The
BEST
and
CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy it at
EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
USED CARSandIRIKKS
64 CHEVROLET Impala, 2-door hardtop; 327
engine, straight shift, r&h $1995.00
65 CHEVROLET Super sport: 300 HP, 4-speed.
R & H $2595.00
83 CHEVROLET Impala 2-door hardtops (2)
 
81795.00
64 BUICK LeSabre Ps and Pb; air, 4-door
hardtop 
 2295.00
63 CHEVROLET wagon, Ps. Pb, air; 1895.00
61 BUICK special, 4-door. V-8 automatic_ 995.00
64 CHEVROLET pickup, abort wheelbase,
wide bed 
 1395.00
64 OLDSMOBILE, 4-door, Ps, Pb, air _ _ _ 2295.00
56 CHEVROLET 2-ton truck _ _ _ _ 595.00
64 CHEVROLET 2-door sedans V-8, straight
shift 1595.00
63 CHEVROLET PICKUP, long, wide bed
------------1195.00
61 CHEVROLET BelAir, 4-door 6, Straight Shift,
extra low mileage, sharp: 
 1195.00
We have a revolving inventory of from 30 to 40
cars and trucks all the time.
TAYLOR Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton _Main office 472-2466
ELLIS HEITHCOTT — AUBREY TAYLOR — LARRY SEAY
DAN and DWAIN TAYLOR
NEED GIFT IDEAS? Shop at the
Park Terrace Gift Shop for a
besol variety, sure to please!
COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
for promotions, advertising and
special events. ADELLE, Union
City, phone 885-3570.
Helpful
Health
Hints
Are your dishes really clean
after washing them by hand?
If you'll stop and think a min-
ute you'll agree that the first
dish washed, of course, is the
one that's the cleanest.
The soil from the first dish
remains in the dishwater and
accumulates as you wash the
second, third, fourth, etc.,
until you either finish wash-
ing the dishes or change the
soil-laden water.
With an automatic dish-
washer the soil is trapped and
flushed down the drain, elimi-
nating the recirculation of dirty
water over your dishes.
In addition, dishes in a
dishwasher are washed and
rinsed with hotter water than
human hands could stand.
Some dishwashers even have
a special cycle called Sani-
Cycle. Take the KitchenAid
for instance. During this cycle
in a KitchenAid automatic
dishwasher, the SaniCycle
boosts the final rinse water to
180 for extra protection
against bacteria and germs.
Also in a KitchenAid dish-
washer the dishes are thor-
oughly and safely dried with
sanitized hot air. Called a Flo-
Thru system, the air is circu-
lated throughout the wash
chamber by a separately pow-
ered fan. Recondensation of
moisture on the dishes is pre-
vented, thus eliminating the
use for a dishtowel.
Perhaps those hand toweled
dishes aren't as clean as they
ought to be. There's one sure
way to remedy that situation
and that's to invest in an auto-
matic dishwasher — either a
portable or a built-in. You'll
find it saves you time and en-
ergy and provides extra pro-
tection for your entire family's
health all year long.
Can you
make it
in the
National
Guard?
It's a special kind of outfit, the
Guard... and it takes a special
kind of man to measure up to its
demanding physical and mental
standards.
To share the Guard's unique
mission in protecting the peace,
you ha rt. to be good. Well-trained,
ready and rugged enough to meet
any challenge to our nation's se-
curity...and to help your neigh-
ors when a local emergency or
initiator strikes the community.
If you can qualify, you get
;op training in your choice of a
wide range of skills, with as lit-
tle as four months of active duty.
Then back home for service with
your local unit—with the proud
knowledge that you've made it in
a very special outfit.
Think you're good enough?
Find out. Call your local unit
today and see if you've got what
It takes! feN;
IVOR NATIONALGUARD
44th . . . . .
NATIONAL 4-H CLUB CONGRESS
Showcase of America's Youth
NO11.28 — DEC.2
Time.. •
YOUNG AMERICA AND WORLD AFFAIRS
1500
Boys and Girls Participate
'I HE National 4-H Club Congress opens for the 44th straight/ year in Cliles.,o. on Sunday afternoon. Nov. 28. but the youngdelegates start c iecking into the Conrad Hilton Hotel headquar-ters on Friday and Saturday. Activities begin at once, and never
stop until the fl.al banquet on Thursday night, Dec. 2.The Congre:-s thoyte is "Young America and World Affairs."
announced Norman r. Mindrum. director of the National 4-HService Committee w;• .11 arranges the annual event in coopera-tion with the Extex:i..n Service of the land-grant universities.
and more than 55 business firms which support the 4-H program.The 1,500 delegates--all winners—will represent 50 states,
si‘ierto Rico, and for the first time an "official" delegation of 10Canadian 4-H members. one from each province. The 4-Hers willdevote the better part of two days to forums on world problems.
During *he action-packed week more Mari *.`00 youths selectedfor supei ir achievement will be designated national winners of
educational scholarships.
Three boys and three girls will be named to receive ti.e highesthonor bestowed during the Congress: The Presidential Silver Tray
award. These champions are the lop pail in achievement, citizen-
ship and leadership programs.
Donors of funds for the trips and scholarships are business firms
and foundations. Thi_i contribute more than a million dollars eachyear to aid 4-H, saiii Mr. Minch-um.
The award winners are all selected by extension personnel head-ing the state 4-H program. Among the award donors are:
Allis-Chalinors Manufactunng Company. American Oil Foundation. CarnationCompany. Cities Service Oil Company. Cortred H.ltun Hertel. Cudahy Packing Co..a. I. du Poet de Nemours & Company. Elgin National Witch Company. FirestoneTire & Rubber Company. Csonotal Motors. Hercules Powder Company. Humble OilRefining Co.. International Harvester. Interna,iona/ Minerals & Chemical Cor-poration. Livestock Conservatioe.
Others are: Eawin T. Meredith euundation. Mon:gesrhery Weld. Oliver Corpo-
ration. Pyrolloa Gas corpormisa. The Rears-Roebuck Foundation. Standard Brands.Incorporated, Standard Oil Company (Kentucky. The Standard Oil Company(Ohio). Sunbeam Corporation. The West Bend Company. Westinghouse ElectricCorp:natio* W gann a Cia. Inc.
ear aRs
WORTH THE MONEY!
We have about 25 on hand and we trade daily
We also buy used cars. Come me us, we appreciate
your business.
WILSON MOTORS
Now Moved Back To Our Old Location
Phone 472-3362 US 45-51; -Pass. North
FRIDAY
NIGHT
FISH-
FRY!
5 to 12 p.m.
All you can eat $1.00
Children 75t
D E B
ate'
iv
l‘k
Fresh Caught Fish
Hush Puppies,31sw,
Tarter Save*
French Kritt
RESTAURANT
Fulton. Ky,
LIQUOR
WINE
BEER
FREE
PARKIN(
51-45 By-Pas
Fulton, Ky.
OEN
GIANT
AUCTION
SALE
Owner Has Sold Farms
Lewis and Cecil Anderson Farms
One Mile North of
Sedalia, Ky. on Highway 97
10 A. M. Saturday
November 10
1 Mile North of Sedalia, By. on Highway 97
In Case of Rain Will Be Held on November 27
$60,000 In Farm Eqiupment (Everything
Goes) Joe Beadles and John Riley — Auc-
tioneers
Day Phone 328-3012 Night Phone 247-3761
A. C. 10 Ft. Wheel Disc
New Holland 7 Ft. Mower
3 WD 45 Tractors AC
3 14 Inch Plows for W045 Tractors
1-D-17 AC Tractor
New Holland Rake
New Holland Hay Bailer
John D 42 Hay Bailer
Hard Land Disc
30 Ft. Elevator and.Motor
Aluminum Elevator and Mower
AC Rotary Hoe
3 Two Wheel Trailers (large)
5 Wagons
Rear Mounted Blade for AC Tractor
55 Ford Tractor with plow, disc, cultivator and mower
2 Ezy Flow lime Spreaders
One Field Cultivator
Ford Front End Manure loader
2 New Holland Manure Spreaders
John Deere Hard land Drill
2 AC 66 Drag Type Combines
One Seed Cleaner with 14 screens
1 One-Row Cultivator
One Nitrate Distributor for 2-row Cultivator
One 5 Tang for anhydrous distributor
One Four-Row Corn Drill
One Four-Row Cultivator
One Culipacker
One Hay Conditioner
One 2-Ton Ford Truck
One 1-Ton Fork Truck
One 1/2-Ton Chevrolet Truck
1%1 Model "A"- Gleaner
Combine and Truck to be
sold by private treaty
4
-Section Harrows
One Riding Lawn Mower
2 Seed Sowers, fit power tak-off
2 Chain Power Saws
Post Hole Digger for Ford Tractor (with 3 pt. hitch)
20 Foot Ladder
300 Cross Tie Type Posts
250 Locust Posts
1-13 Ft. Bean Header
1 2-Row Corn Header
Hundreds of Orhe:- Items tcoNumerous to Mention
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NEW KENTUCKY "HOSTMOBILE" got its official send-off recently from GovernorEdward T. Breathitt (third from left) at the Capitol. The mobile hospitality center, operatedby the Kentucky Travel Council, will travel Kentucky from border to border to create more
rtst in year-round-travel. With Breathitt are, from left, Paul W. Grubbs, Louisville,or of the Travel Council; Don Morgan, district sales manager for Ford Motor Co.,Louisville; Miss Cattie Lou Miller, State Public Information Commissioner, and JamesZimmerman, Louisville, executive vice president of the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce.The Ford Company furnished and outfitted the Hostmobile's office
Why Cl: A General's Comment
En route to Vietnam where he is
to assume his new post as Deputy
Commander, U. S. Military Assistance
Command, Vietnam, Lt. Gen. John A.
Heintges offered these reflections on
the Army's Command Information
program, "a tool of leadership."
"The political and military issues
of the cold 'e'er are real and
tremely complex. The company, bat-
tery, and troop commanders receive plenty of internee-
tiow material to assist them in carrying out their re-
spoweibility to keep their soldiers well informed. But in
the final analysis, the most important ingredient for
loitering success of the program us the attitude aud in-
terest shows by one man—the man who has final and
eiseivite responsibility for "GETTING THE WORD TO
THE MAN WHO DOES THE WORK"—thot man is
the unit rominswder himself." (A.VF)
etaaka ptetie.$
. "THE AN KHE HILTON: Sorry, no Feat. no air condi-
:itioning, no running water. Dining: American plan." This
4ign adorns the tent of PFC Marvin Wolf (North Hollywood.
kalif.). a member of the lit Cavalry Division (Airmobile).Its fanciful message evidences the irrepressible wit of the
American soldier in combat. The Air Cav's crop of signs—
ilehich includes a small arrow labelled "This way to Frisco:
1,777 miles" (the arrow point, straight down) —were
prompted by a sign erected by the division's advance party.
Ileyeing the rolling, open terrain of the huge helipad, an
'iptimist in the party came up with this: "Welcome to the
lit Air Cav Golf Course."
SP4 JAMES D. DOTSON ((.ruady. Va.) expects to endinset anything when on patrol with fellow paratroopers of
17$Id Airborne Brigade. While passing through the village
I f Kim Tra Tom on a recent patrol, they came upon a worn-
is the Anal stages of labor. Dotson was the patrol medicis. swallowing hard, he went to work. When the patrol moved
*a, the powslatioa of the village had increased by one and
its resideats were marvelling at the many skills of the Amer.
an soldier.
FAR FROM THE EXPENSIVE TEMPTATIONS and
?iscessities of a more familiar life, American soldiers herejtenerally draw only a fraction of their month's pay . . .
*plough to buy soap, toothpaste, cigarettes, and cold drinks.1,Yhat's done with the rest tells a fascinating story: PFC
lames Johnson (Deaver. Colo.) it saving to attend the Colo-
indo School of Mines; WO Francis H. Finnerty (Columbus.
*a.) sent money home to build a chain link fence and now
fie's saving for that rainy day; PFC Fred Ahern (Lynn.
41Iasa.) is hoarding cash to finance his marriage; and PFC
lira Lull (Owatonna. Minn.) has plans for a sports car and
big wardrobe. Lt. John G. Carter (East Hampton. N. Y.)
has perhaps the most enticing objective . . . to be skipper
of his own sailing schooner.
DROP BY the Dog Handlers Detachment of the Army's
118th MP Company at Tau Son Nhut and you'll see the latest
generation of Army sentry dogs: they're as mean, tough—
and handsome—as their famous predecessors. After watch-
ing the maa-and-deg teams go through their paces, the pla-
toon leader, Lt. James F. McCarthy (Owasso, Mich.) donned
protective padding and let one of the animals attack him.
A sharp command from his handler, PFC Joseph F. Knipe%(Granville, N.Y.) and the dog backed off reluctantly. A con-
viewing performance to be considered by any would-be
infiltrator. (ANF)
Next week: The Bugs Bunny Project.
* C I 
• The Army's first Drill Sergeant Assistant Course is
underway at Fort Dix, N. 3. The program will provide cadre
personnel to meet the shortage of qualified instructors for
training recruits. Personnel for the course are selected from
bask training classes on the criterion of leadership poten-
tial; individuals selected begin the course immediately after
completing Advanced Individual Training. Graduates will
return to their original basic training brigade for five cycles
(40 weeks) after which they may attend the regular Drill
Sergeant Course.
• Temporary promotion of second lieutenants and war-
rant officers, W-1, may now he handled by field commanders
without referring recommendations to Department of the
Army, according to newly published AR (124-100. The regu-
lation covers officers enroute to a new assignment or assigned
to a student or medical holding detachment. Security clear-
ance procedures have also been simplified and provisions
made for promoting individuals who are missing, captured.
or detained as a result of hostile action.
MINIGUN PACKS POWER—Fitted to the Army's XM-21
Helicopter Armament Subsystem, the General Electric-pro-
duced Minigua (at arrow) can fire 4000 shots per minute.
The 14-pound weapon is based on the Gatling principle of
rotating barrels. The XM-21, mounted OR a UH-1B Huey,
also features a 2.75-Inch multiple rocket launcher.
• Twenty-four years of military language training have
been celebrated by the Defense Language Institute, West
▪ Coast Branch, at the Presidio of Monterey, Calif. It began
in 1941 as the Fourth U. S. Army Intelligence School.
Batwing Makeup
A thin layer of nickel powder
on newly developed self-lubricat-ing bearings enables them to
carry 10 times the load of con-
ventional bearings by improvingtheir lubrication and reducingfriction.
• Designed to tackle the roughest terrain, a 20-ton crane
is now being procured in quantity by the Army. Developed
by the Mobility Equipment Center of the Engineer Research
and Development Labs at Fort Belvoir, Va., the big machine
can travel the highway at 30 miles-per-hour, wade through
four feet of ocean surf, and clamber up 47-percent grades.
A special bulldozer blade gives it land-clearing capability.
Fulton, Ky. November 18, 1965 et Page 9
Corn Meal Chips
Want guests to sing your praises? Strike a high key in holidayentertaining this year with the simple, do-it-yourself magic ofcrunchy Corn Meal Chips, served with a favorite dip. They're sogood, you'll be forced to share the recipe.
Enriched self-rising corn meal, one of only three ingredients youneed for Corn Meal Chips, is a convenience product with built-Inleavening and malt — a time-work saver during holiday festivities.Corn Meal Chips contribute essential nutrients, too — three B-vite-mins, thiamine, niacin and riboflavin plus the minerals, calciumand Iron.
CORN MEAL CHIPS
9 dozen small wafers
1 cup enriched self-rising
corn meal
3 tablespoons butter or
margarine
21/2
 to 23( cups boiling water
Grated American chews*
product
Sesame seed, toasted, or
poppy, caraway or celery
seed
Grease baking sheets well. Preheat oven to 400°. In bowl measurecorn meal and butter or margarine. Pour 2% cups boiling waterover corn meal and stir until butter or margarine is melted and mix-ture is smooth. Add more water if necessary to make mixture thatwill drop from tip of teaspoon to form round wafer. Use about 011141teaspoon per wafer; drop onto baking sheets. Sprinkle with chooseproduct, sesame, poppy, caraway or celery seed. Bake 15 to Mbminutes or until brown around edges. When baked, wafers will hecrisp and can easily be lifted off sheets with spatula.
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